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Babes in the woods
The Warrandyte Riverside Market is one for all ages and although the sun popped through a
few times during our first Spring market, these gorgeous “babes in the woods” were lucky their
parents Tessa and Jacqueline ensured they were all rugged up to combat the morning chill.
Pictured between a rock and a soft place were twins Abel and Olivia, 2, and friend Annika, 2.
Picture: SCOTT PODMORE

l Warrandyte’s food
scene thriving P26-27

l Mixed bag for our
young Bloods P34
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE

THE BLACK CAT MYSTERIES

By ALAN CORNELL

Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from CHAPTER TWO
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, – CHASING THE CAT’S TALE
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
hen folk-singer Malarkey
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
McCarthy is found with his
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
throat slashed, young Diary
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
reporter Tracy Dickson is
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.
sent to find out if this was

the work of the mysterious Big Cat.
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Warrandyte
in Spring
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Before Detective Inspector Ryan Ryan
could pull himself together, I was under
the police cordon and away.
Rounding McCarthy’s cottage, I hurdled
the struggling veggie patch, pocketed the
scrap of paper snagged in the cherry tree
and pushed on into the state park. I was
hot on the tail of an animal that may or
may not exist and no Chief Wiggum was
going to stop me.
Still it was no walk in the park. Fourth
Hill was a minefield of exposed roots and
hidden warrens of a rabbit population
that was overrunning the local fauna like
townhouses in Eltham. The underbrush
grabbed at my limbs, stones slithered
underfoot and before I knew where I
was I didn’t know where I was. I was as
confused as that last sentence, and my
wildcat chase was rapidly turning into
a wild goose chase. Short of breath and
drenched in sweat, I wound up straddling
a mossy log, suddenly aware of the isolated stillness and ominous silence around
me. A silence that didn’t last.
From somewhere too close for comfort
came a wailing howl, so piercing and so
primal my blood not only curdled but
turned to cheese. With an answering
scream I pitched backwards off the log
and the world went black. Yet in that split
second before hitting the ground there
flashed one fleeting thought: I‘d heard
that sound before!

“Ouch!” I yelped as Doctor Martens
embroidered my right eyebrow.
“So what were you doing up Fourth
Hill?” DI Ryan was in my face again, as if
it hadn’t suffered enough already.
“If you must know I was after your killer!
What were you doing there?”
“Following you,” said Ryan. “Though I
wasn’t expecting you to knock yourself
out.”
“I guess that explains this,” I winced,
putting a hand to my swollen eye. I suppose I should have been grateful to the
fellow for rescuing me.
“Actually I hit your head on a branch
carrying you back,” said Ryan.
There was something curious about

the whole thing that I couldn’t put my
finger on.
“There’s something up there! I have to
go back!”
“The only place you’re going young
lady is straight home to bed,” said Doc.
“You’ve had quite enough excitement for
one day.”
“I’ll run her home,” said Ryan. “And
if you know what’s good for you you’ll
stay there.”

I woke to a ringing in my head. Then I
realised it was the door.
“I brought you some soup,” said my editor handing me a can of Thick & Chunky.
“So what happened? Did you see the cat?
Did Ryan say anything?”
“I’m fine thank you for asking.” I may
have had the stuffing knocked out of me
but not the sarcasm.
“Easy, tiger,” said Poddy. “You need to
take it quietly for a bit. We’ll push the story deadline back till Monday.” Was there
a soft heart inside that hard exterior? He
slipped a note into my palm. “It’ll give you
time to check this out!”

My self-appointed boyfriend was only
marginally more sympathetic.
“How are you feeling? Better than me
I hope,” said Travis on his way to the
bathroom. “One little bag of dim sims and
my stomach feels like a jumping castle.”
Some people leave a toothbrush in your
bathroom cabinet. Travis keeps a bottle
of Mylanta.
Once his acid balance had been restored I told him there was a man I wanted
to meet. Constantin Petrescu, animal
trainer at Silvers Circus.

Warrandyte Diary, July 2016: We found
Constantin Petrescu, aka Catman, in a
caravan behind the Burvale Hotel in Nunawading. He shared it with two performing
dogs and a macaw. The miasma of animals, cheap gin and Old Spice bordered
on the toxic.
Constantin was a small man from a
renowned Romanian circus family who
claimed to be 45 but looked older - like
someone who’s put his head in a lion’s
mouth once too often. His mother was a
contortionist who died when he was five
from a twisted bowel. His father was a
mime artist but they never talked, and
Constantin took up the whip and the chair
under the tutelage of his Uncle Serghei,
working his way up from small kittens
to fully grown Singapuras, Orientals and
Russian Blues before finally stepping up
to the big cats.
We followed the whole journey, album by
album, right through to lions on see-saws
and tigers jumping through hoops. Then
bingo! There, melting into the shadowy
background behind a spangle-suited
Catman, was a sleek, lissom black cat. I
pointed to it excitedly.
“Bathsheba!” sighed Constantin. “The
only panther ever to perform in this
country.”
When I asked where she was now he
shook his head and told of her escape a
couple of years ago. It was my turn to show
some photos, from local sightings around
Warrandyte, but the quality was poor and
the little man unconvinced.
“If you do see her, you tell her from me,“
said Catman. “Pisica rea, Bathsheba!
Pisica rea!”
(Next month Tracy gets the blues).
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Road to frustration

By DAVID HOGG
& SCOTT PODMORE

ROAD works, road jams and road
rage seems to be running rife as
traffic congestion issues continue
in the heart of Warrandyte, north
and south.
Among proposed bridge works,
drivers, cyclists and pedestrians
are now having to deal with road
works, sewerage works and powerlines going underground in what
has become a mighty mess for locals
wanting to get anywhere in a hurry.
Meanwhile, as the Diary goes to
press, James Lindsay, communications and stakeholder relations officer at VicRoads, advises VicRoads
is organising an online survey to
gather additional feedback on the
bridge upgrade, in particular the
T intersection north of the bridge.
When this survey is online, they
will be advertising it on social media,
the web page and will send emails to
those who registered their interest
previously.
Recently locals were given a chance
to give feedback at the VicRoads
website – while comments are now
closed, you can read the feedback
here vicroads.mysocialpinpoint.
com/warrandyte#/marker/20819
Among many comments by local
residents, here is a selection:
• “We desperately need a zebra
crossing from the river to the group
of shops in Yarra St (just after the
bridge near the toilets). People drive
over the bridge and through the

roundabout too quickly - Someone
will be run over one day.”
• “Bus interchange needs to be
moved (right near the bridge).
Sometimes 2-3 buses arrive and
they block the roundabout in peak
hour, meaning zero traffic flow in any

direction.”
• “It regularly takes me over 15
minutes to travel 1km, all due to the
bottleneck at research road and the
bridge. We need another crossing at
the end of Bradley’s Lane.”
• “The queue at morning rush hour

trying to cross the bridge from north
to south can take 30 minutes – etiquette system means those turning
R from R-W Rd are turning illegally
into KG Rd traffic.”
• “Expanding bridge will not solve
traffic congestion or help in a fire.
Maybe a blue lane out of Warrandyte
that is active in fire time. Upgrading
the bridge will encourage idiots to
stay to fight fires.”
• “Will the foot bridge be completed
before the bridge widening, I walk
my dogs across the bridge frequently and would like this to remain
possible during construction.”
• The bridge is not the problem.
Traffic coming from the township
side of the road is terrible and banks
back 1km to 2 km at peak hour which
limits the traffic flow off the bridge
at the roundabout.”
• “Do not widen the bridge. This
will only cause further congestion
on the Ringwood-Warrandyte Road.
Another separate bridge needs to be
built across the Yarra river at Wonga
Park or further out.”
• “Traffic using Warrandyte Bridge
in peak hour is not just local traffic
– an additional bridge must be put
in to deal with the volume which
is only going to grow with further
development.”
• “I am not a truck driver but see
truck traffic increasing on this road
every year. Need to look at what is
creating this and work to resolve it
– not make it easier and quicker for
more trucks!”

Lucy still enjoys her river of dreams
By BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

LUCY the Australian Terrier/Pomeranian cross is 16 in human years and
104 in doggie years. She is partially
blind and has arthritis.
The cute little dog (far right) still
looks forward to her weekend walks
along the Yarra River in Warrandyte.
She usually makes it from the Taroona Avenue reserve to the bridge OK,
but she rides back in style in her
own doggie stroller, accompanied
by her proud pet humans Mark and
Kylie Sichler.
Lucy’s best friend Maxi (Maltese
Terrier/Poodle cross) also trots
alongside the stroller unless he is
tempted to chase a tennis ball or
two. Lucy may be old enough to
ride in a stroller now but in her day
she has had some big adventures,
according to Kylie.
“She has chased mobs of kangaroos, foxes, koalas and has even taken on a tiger snake, but fortunately
she has never caught any of them.”
Kylie’s husband Mark adds: “We
love our furry kids and wouldn’t be
without them!”

Before you sell any shares or any other
capital asset that may give rise to a capital
gain speak to us. We can help you plan to
reduce your tax.

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

to receive your free consultation

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

THIS month’s Warrandyte
Diary is the 500th edition of
our beloved newspaper we’ve
created for readers in Warrandyte and surrounds for over
more than four decades.
To mark the celebration
we’ve asked six key figures
from our team to share their
thoughts about what the Diary
means to them. Starting out
as a small, local newsletter in
1970, the newspaper has grown
to become a lively, monthly
newspaper at the heart and
soul of our community. We are
the back to back Newspaper of
the Year winner for the Community Newspaper Association
of Victoria (CNAV) awards.
The Diary has maintained its
strong community character
over the years, documenting
greater Warrandyte region’s
tragedies, triumphs and hidden
stories. Our reporters break
local news and cover Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, South
Warrandyte, Park Orchards,
Wonga Park, Warranwood,
Kangaroo Ground, North Ringwood and Research.
With a monthly circulation of
4000 and a fast-growing online
readership, the Diary is mostly
produced by local volunteers
with one aim: to serve our community. Turn to Pages 18-19 to
see what editor Scott Podmore,
founding fathers Cliff Green
and Jock Macneish, and Diary
mainstays Stephen Reynolds,
Val Polley and Briony Bottarelli have to say about the paper
we’ve all come to know and
love.

See what Cliff Green and the
gang have to say, P18-19

Dogs delight in Warrandyte, P13

Call

500th edition
of the Diary

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

We welcome business
and personal tax enquiries.
“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

Like us

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Siren call for
Warrandyte

By SANDI MILLER

A NEW community group, Alert
Warrandyte, is calling for the installations of community sirens to provide
an early warning system in the case
of imminent threat to the Greater
Warrandyte area.
Group spokesperson Sue Glendenning is concerned residents and the
large number of tourists who flock
to Warrandyte each summer could
be caught unawares in the event
of a bushfire and says the sirens
would prompt people to seek further
information.
The proposal calls for a number
of remotely activated sirens to be
placed strategically around the Warrandyte area with two levels of alert.
“The first, a 90-second siren, is
sounded when the brigade is turning
out to a fire event during the fire
danger period… the second type is
up to five minutes and sounded only
when an emergency is imminent,”
Ms Glendenning said.
“It is basically alerting the community to a fire threat. People can then
find out more information and from
there enact their appropriate fire
plan if necessary.”
Ms Glendenning said testing the
group carried out suggested reli-

VCAT decision
expected soon
By DAVID HOGG

A DECISION on the VCAT hearing
over an application by Platinum
Investments to build a service
station at 1-5 Yarra Street had not
been made at the time this edition
of the Diary went to press, and
since our last report the tribunal
had conducted a site inspection
and was still preparing its decision.
We understand that the applicant has somewhat watered down
the original plan which may not
now include 24-hour operation.
A last minute appeal to VCAT
by the applicant had questioned
Warrandyte Community Association’s mandate to represent the
community, and WCA had been
asked to supply details of their
membership base.
Meanwhile, United Petroleum
has sold the old Smart’s Garage
site at 44 Yarra St, now empty and
fenced off. It is unknown what
the site will be used for but more
than likely will be put up for commercial lease.

ance on SMS or other warnings is
inadequate “for reasons such as
poor network coverage or simply
not having a mobile phone to hand”.
The proposal is based on a program that has been used successfully in Ferny Creek for the past four
years and residents of Ferny Creek
will be speaking to the Warrandyte
community at a meeting to be held
this Thursday at the Warrandyte
Community Church.
“We now need to gauge how receptive the community will be to early
warning sirens, which is why we are
having this Community meeting. We
would like to have everyone join us
to find out more and discuss the
proposal” Ms. Glendenning said.
The community meeting will be
held at the Warrandyte Community
Church in Yarra Street this Thursday September 15 at 6.45pm for a
7pm start.

Our CFAs refute claims
By SANDI MILLER

THE ugly and protracted dispute
over the CFA Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement continued this month as
the United Firefighters Union (UFU)
claims Warrandyte and North Warrandyte brigades have failed to meet
their service delivery standards.
In a submission to a parliamentary
committee, Head of the UFU Peter
Marshall suggested that volunteer
brigades failed to attend within the
prescribed times up to 50% of the
time.
CFA community education facilitator Rohan Thornton, a former captain
of North Warrandyte, said the union
has “cherry picked the figures” to
distort the reality.
The UFU’s own tables, obtained by
the Diary, shows the Warrandyte brigade turn out from the station within
the allocated time 94% of the time and
North Warrandyte met their turn out
target 100% of the time.
North Warrandyte captain Michael
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Keating says he is proud of the brigade’s turnout record.
“The brigade has not missed a turnout in over five years,” he said.
A spokesperson for the Warrandyte
brigade, who did not wish to be
named, told the Diary that with the
massive area Warrandyte are tasked
to protect – from South Warrandyte
to Mitcham – it is the travel time

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP CLOUD INTEGRATOR
NETWORKS SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist

that prevents them meeting their
eight-minute response targets.
“You can be in the trucks warmed
up, all your gear on, but you physically cannot get there,” he said.
This fact has been identified for
some years and has been incorporated into CFA response tables, which
calls neighbouring brigades into areas
where Warrandyte cannot reach in
the required time.
Local volunteers and paid staff
members are disappointed in the protracted dispute and feel it is causing
damage to the CFA’s reputation as a
service oriented organisation.
One long-time Warrandyte resident
who works as a career firefighter is
upset by the vitriol from both sides
of the dispute.
“I am disappointed that I have to
say to my wife and children not to
mention what I do for a living because
they might be abused over it," he said.
“I am proud of what I do and why
I do it.”

“In the end, the dispute is over stupid things that won’t change a thing in
terms of what we do at a fire.”
North Warrandyte brigade has
released a statement on social media assuring residents they remain
dedicated to serving the Greater
Warrandyte community: “We would
like to assure the community that
both volunteers and career staff are
totally committed to providing the
best quality fire service that is possible. We are from the community for
the community.”
All the firefighters contacted by the
Diary were keen to assure the community that, despite the politics, career
staff and volunteer firefighters from
both CFA and MFB are dedicated to
protecting the community.
“If you call 000 a fire appliance will
end up at your emergency within
within the specified time 95% of the
time. In the end, it doesn’t matter
what badge is on the side,” said Mr
Thornton.

Beware thieves
and scammers
RESIDENTS and businesses have
been urged by police to be vigilant and beef up security after
properties and cars have been
broken into and burgled.
Vanilla Orchid and Warrandyte
Cafe are just two businesses that
have been broken into, ransacked
and had equipment stolen.
It appears thieves are more likely to be out and about in the early
hours going on past burglaries
over a two-year period, with one
resident saying on a local community page “they hiked all the way
up our drive to go through both of
our cars in Research-Warrandyte
Road”. Others have reported suspicious activity with cars driving
slowly along streets “casing”
properties in broad daylight.
In other news, scammers are
again out in force trying to con
residents either over the phone
or email with false claims of being federal police, the Australian
Taxation Department or energy
companies demanding banking
details or moneys owed.

DIARY
ADVERTISING
WORKS!

Advertise your business here
Competitive rates
Bora Seker 0438 072 895
info@bnsolutions.net.au

Call Briony 9844 0555

DID YOU KNOW

That Lions International is the largest & oldest volunteer
organisation in the world. Come & be a part of the celebrations &
become an associate volunteer. Call Bill Gerritsen 0429 325 166
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Council election time
By TOBY WARD

THE time has come for Manningham
and Nillumbik residents to start
thinking about their all important
vote in local council elections on
Friday October 21.
Residents in Warrandyte, Wonga Park, Warrandyte South, Park
Orchards and parts of Donvale,
Doncaster East and Ringwood North
will vote to select their next three
representatives in Maningham’s
Mullum Mullum Ward.
Nillumbik’s Sugarloaf Ward, including residents in North Warrandyte,
Kangaroo Ground, Research, St
Andrews and Christmas Hills, will
select one councilor.
The Diary will run a full outline of
all candidates in the next edition on

October 10, about two weeks prior
to the elections.
Among several issues for voters
both south and north of the river,
residents have been frustrated by
traffic and hazardous roads.
In July this year Manningham
council approved major upgrades
to Jumping Creek Rd. The road connects Wonga Park and Warrandyte
and the $17.9 million project will
start in 2017.
But there have been calls for more
to be done throughout both the
Sugarloaf and Mullum Mullum wards
respectively.
Following March 2016’s $5.1 million
funding for works on the Warrandyte
Bridge, its impact on the community is also likely to be a discussion

point amongst candidates in both
electorates.
Recently, Nillumbik residents
have expressed anger towards an
increase in council rates. The council’s rates are amongst the highest
in Victoria and is a topic that will
demand the attention of candidates.
Also, those running for council
in Nilumbik will be expected to
respond to the proposed C101
Amendment.
In May 2016, the council’s controversial amendment will restrict
homeowners’ ability to build extensions, certain fences, outdoor sheds
and stables as well as restrictions on
tree removals and lopping.
The elections will give residents an
opportunity to vote for candidates

who will engage their communities
and represent their interests.
Nominations to stand as a candidate in either council election

Snakes arrive early

By JEB HESLOP

RESIDENT snake handler Raymond
Hoser (right) has warned snake season has started early after several
call-outs in recent weeks.
“Snakes are hibernating at this
time of year and this winter there
has been a lot of rain and the torrential downpours have flooded the
snakes’ homes and forced them to
come out of hiding,” Raymond told
the Diary. “Also when the sun is out,
the snakes stay out in the warmth
and are tricked into thinking it’s
already spring.”
The snake expert also advised on
which snakes you are most likely to
find in Warrandyte and surrounds.
“Tiger snakes are the most common and are likely to hang around
the Yarra River and regions of South
Warrandyte,” he said.
“Then there are the Copperheads,
mostly found around North Warrandyte and Wonga Park. Then,
of course, you have the Brown
snake, the third deadliest snake in
the world. These snakes are found
throughout North Warrandyte and
Kangaroo Ground, but are less common than the other snakes.”
Raymond is arguably Australia’s
No.1 snake handler, having caught
snakes for 50 years – he even started handling them at the age of four.
He has caught many thousands of
snakes in his lifetime from all over
the world.
Importantly, he offers some key
tips on how to avoid getting bitten.
“Snakes like to hide in woodpiles,
so be careful when collecting wood,”
he explained. “Also, if you see a
snake just let it move on. It will only
bite if provoked.”
If you are bitten, it’s essential you
identify the snake if you can and call
an ambulance.
If you see a snake, call Raymond,
The Snakeman, on 9812 3322. For
more info visit snakebusters.com.au

starts on September 15 and closes
on September 20 and costs $250.
Ballots will be mailed to enrolled
voters between October 4-6.

Emergency
relief to
come soon
INFORMATION Warrandyte in
partnership with Doncare is setting up an emergency relief program to be unveiled soon.
Manningham City Council is
assisting Information Warrandyte
with alterations to their rooms
in the Warrandyte Community
Centre by creating storage for
donated goods. This will enable
the volunteers at Information
Warrandyte Inc. to prepare parcels of non-perishable food items
and household products to be distributed to needy and vulnerable
people in our community.
Information Warrandyte is calling for donations and appeal to
all Warrandyte residents to keep
this in mind when shopping. By
buying one extra item each time
you shop and donating it, you will
be assisting a very worthwhile
cause.
There are collection bins in the
Information Warrandyte office on
the ground floor of the community centre, 168 Yarra Street, and
there will soon be other collection points too.
If you wish to contact Information Warrandyte call 9844 3082.
The office is open from Monday
to Friday, 10am – 4pm (depending
on volunteer availability).
Also email us at contact@
informationwarrandyte.org.au
         

Injured
wildlife?

CALL: Wildlife Victoria

1300 094 535
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5 clean up tips

Leading by example: David Carty
gets to work in the garden.

WARRANDYTE Community Association teamed up with the CFA, SES,
Nillumbik and Manningham councils
and Red Cross this winter in urging
Warrandytians to use the cooler
winter months to maintain their
properties in order to stay safe in
case of fire, floods and storms.
And with winter behind us, spring
becomes a pleasant time when you
can get outside and do a lot in readiness for a hot summer.
“In the past, preparedness messages have been broadcast just before
the anticipated bushfire season,
not leaving too much time before
fire restrictions kick in,” says Dick
Davies, president of the Warrandyte
Community Association.
North Warrandyte CFA captain
Mick Keating adds: “Start cleaning
up now for summer, rather than
wait – because if it does come out
early again you can get caught out
very quickly,” Captain Keating said.
Here are five suggestions for your
clean-up mission:

1

Clean out your gutters and
install ‘gutter guards’. The
improved weather makes
this easier.

2

Prune and maintain overhanging vegetation near
your roofline and power/
telephone lines

3

Practice and refine your
household emergency
plans (Have multiple plans
for all potential scenarios)

4

Don’t stockpile your
garden waste, ongoing
maintenance is the key so
do it now!

5

Talk to you neighbours –
What is their plan? This
may take just a minute or
two of your time.
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Letters to the Diary on local topics are welcome. All letters —including
emails—must include the writer’s full name, address and phone number, even
if not intended for publication. Letters may be edited for reasons of style,
length or legality. Letters can be posted to: Warrandyte Diary, PO Box 209,
Warrandyte Vic 3113. They can be emailed to: editor@warrandytediary.com.
au; or left at the Diary office in Yarra Street above the library.

Boo to the bullies over servo
Dear Diary,
That’s it, I’ve had enough of
the bullies in this community
who think everyone should
have the same beliefs or
wants as they do! I WANT A
PETROL STATION and right in
the middle of town. It’s called
progress. I don’t want to go
to the Pines or cop the steep
prices in South Warrandyte,
or head over to Research or

Templestowe.
Sadly, I can’t even put my
name in this newspaper for
fear of reprisals. I dared to
do that on Facebook at one
point and was accosted from
all fronts by all the boofhead
greenies having a whinge and
now going to VCAT.
The position is perfect, right
on the corner there near the
roundabout. There’s a lot

Convenience a curse
Dear Diary,
I am amazed that anyone
can think that just for the
sake of convenience the size
and position of the proposed
petrol station is appropriate
for Warrandyte. Certainly it
was convenient when John
Smart’s Riverview petrol station was operating in Yarra
Street, but that is not the size
proposed by the applicant.
Smar ty’s had only four
bowsers, no big convenience
store, and John himself or
his dad would fill our car up
with petrol and check the oil.
Lights out by 7pm. All was
quiet in our country town.
THAT IS NOT GOING TO
HAPPEN WITH THIS NEW
PROPOSAL!
Ten bowsers, massive convenience store, lights on
24/7, and the position is the
most worrying because of
the visual and environmental impact.
Some people talk about
the convenience of having
a petrol station within a
short distance of where they
live, but should it be selfish
convenience over what is

of extreme arguments going
against it, which I personally
think are rubbish. And that
old chestnut about making
sure you plan filling your
tank better? Who does that?!
Seriously, no one does, we all
have those moments when
we’re running on empty and
how great would it be to just
scoot into the middle of town
and fill up.

As for the fuddly-duddly old
school crew who continually
pipe up and make a song
and dance about anything
progressive that’s proposed
in this place, I sincerely hope
you run out of petrol on the
way to the Pines and beg you
to bag it for once and - Let.
Things. Progress. Probably
the same people who opposed Optus net rolling out

cables all those years ago.
The same who were opposed
to a new supermarket in town
(well, well, well, wasn’t that
just as well it went ahead!).
Same people who opposed a
Vodafone tower and we’re all
crying over shit coverage for
our mobiles. C’mon, people,
we’re not living in the 1930s.
Barry the Bowser,
Warrandyte

Vote 1, Kyle Gillan, for Sugarloaf

appropriate for a village
atmosphere? People should
take a bit more responsibility, plan their time and fill up
before the vehicle is running
on empty. It’s not that hard. I
wonder if those people who
are such strong advocates
for the convenience of a
petrol station in Warrandyte
actually patronised either of
the two small petrol stations,
which were much more appropriate for a village like
Warrandyte. Maybe if they
had we would still have a
petrol station!
The applicant (who
no longer lives locally) obviously needs to make
as much money out of the
development as possible, so
has to capitalise by building
a petrol station even BIGGER
than the Shell service station
in South Warrandyte (which
by the way is only five minutes up the road).
This pr oposal is NOT
appropriate for Warrandyte.
Kerrie Boyle
Osborne Road
Warrandyte

Dear editor,
Ask anyone who lives in
Warrandyte and the surrounding areas why they live here
and they will tell you it’s a
special place. It’s the village
atmosphere, the river and
the environmental values of
the area that make it such a
special place to live.
Locals love the narrow gravel roads, the big bush blocks
and the sense of community.
I have lived in Warrandyte
for more than 20 years and am
now raising my young family
here. That is why I can’t stand
by when it is neglected by
council and the interest of
local residents are not heard.
That is why I am standing for

Nillumbik council and want
to make a real difference for
the better.
Unfortunately, from talking
to ordinary local people there
is a real sense that the current
council has been complacent
and failed to meet expectations on some key issues.
The key issues I believe are
important:
Rates: Nillumbik is one of
the highest taxing councils in
Victoria (top 3 out of 78 councils). The recent rate capping
framework introduced to
cap rates means we need to
stretch the council’s budget
further and make savings
where we can. Ratepayers
expect responsible fiscal management by council and I am
focused on reducing waste at
council.
Environment: Nillumbik
council calls itself the Green
Wedge Shire yet it has failed
in its core responsibility to develop a planning framework
that protects the environment
and is fit for purpose. The
current C101 planning amendments recently introduced
by council were done on

the cheap without accurate
mapping of environmentally
significant areas. I will fix it
whilst staying true to Green
Wedge values.
Warrandyte Bridge:
Vi c R o a d s i s c u r re n t l y
ploughing ahead with the
bridge widening project without adequate community
consultation. Council has
an important role to play in
advocating for a “best for
Warrandyte solution”, not just
a best for trucks and through
traffic solution.
Lastly, unlike many other
candidates, I am independent.
I have never been and am
not a member of any political
party. I am not beholden to
political party agendas and
special interest groups like
most other candidates. The
interests of the silent majority
are often forgotten. If elected to council I will be your
advocate and represent your
interests and bring about real
change at council.
So, VOTE 1 Kyle Gillan in
Sugarloaf Ward.
Kyle Gillan
North Warrandyte

Service station
suits me just
fine
Dear Diary,
I’ve lived in Warrandyte and
I’m for a service station.
I’m tired of driving to Research and The Pines or waiting in line for petrol for 20
minutes.
Also, we have tourists who
have travelled to visit Warrandyte and need to refuel – goodness, it’s the 21st century!
The trees were cleared for
a shopping centre and footy
oval – what’s the difference?
Get over it.
I enjoy and love our trees
and wildlife but there are
plenty of trees, and a few less
would not be missed
Warrandyte resident

Sick of traffic!
Dear Diary,
The traffic in Warrandyte
is officially worse than that
on Punt Road. Why the hell
would there be so much going
on all at once by way of road
works, bridge works, powerline works, sewage works and
whatever else bloody works?!
Guess what... it doesn't work!
Mr R. Rage,
Warrandyte

Like us on
Facebook
facebook.com/
warrandytediary

Stay updated, five for Friday,
videos, funnies & lots more.

Bushfire outlook 2016
CYRIL

increase as a result.
Mapping (included) indicates Victoria and
New South Wales are at higher than normal
risk over the coming months, as well as
parts of Queensland and Western Australia.
Be bushfire ready, everyone. Always be
prepared.

By PAUL WILLIAMS

CLYDE
Solution to last month’s puzzle:
They are playing Pokémon Go. Using
a GPS-enabled iPhone they are trying
to find the location of virtual Pokémon

LAST month the Bushfires and Natural
Hazards CRC released its outlook for southern Australia’s 2016 bushfire season and it
predicts that in many parts of Australia the
start of the bushfire season may be delayed
due to higher levels of rainfall throughout
spring, but that fuel loads are also likely to

By DAVID HOGG

Clyde’s
Conundrum
Before Mount Everest was
discovered, what was the highest
mountain in the world?
Solution next issue
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Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Move to a local bank.
Become a customer of Warrandyte
Community Bank® Branch today and you’ll have access to
great banking products and enjoy premium customer
service.
And with contributions to our local community
of $2 million, you’ll also know that your
banking is supporting something bigger.
Drop into your branch at 144 Yarra
Street, Warrandyte or phone
9844 2233 to find out more.

LESS THAN 10 TABLES LEFT!

www.ﬁreball.org.au
A gala fundraising event for our local CFA’s, sponsored by:

bendigobank.com.au
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, ABN 11 068 049 178 AFSL/Australian Credit
Licence 237879. S52688-04 (313276_v1) (8/08/2016)

Club of Warrandyte Donvale

3AW
The Woo
Olivigna

Dyason Legal
Porter Davis
Doncaster BMW

Genesis Ringwood
MCG Windows & Doors
North East Diggers

Ryan Smith MP for Warrandyte
Thinking Printing
Poolwerx Ringwood
Warrandyte Diary
Ruby Tuesday Jewellery
Warrandyte Grand Hotel
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Banking on a bus
Our bank brings wheels to the Fireball

By DEANNE DICKSON

WHO doesn’t love a night out on the
town? With less than seven tables
left at the time the Diary went to
print, don’t miss your ticket to the
hottest event
social
LESS on
THANWarrandyte’s
10 TABLES LEFT!
calendar. www.ﬁreball.org.au
Fireball 2016, the fundraiser supporting the Greater Warrandyte
CFAs, is only five weeks away and at
a press of a button is your entry into
a night of celebration.
Committee members have worked
tirelessly for 18 months to present
an event which promises to fit the
bill with a three course meal, champagne, wine, beer, a five-piece band,
entertainment, auctions and more at
the dazzling Park Hyatt Melbourne.
The Fireball committee has never
wavered in its determination to produce a top notch event, all the while
keeping the goal of easing the burden
of fundraising from our fireys in the
forefront of their minds.
“We are beginning to feel really
excited as our plans fall into place,”
Fireball’s Michelle Lambert told the
Diary. “Our volunteer committee of
10 has worked above and beyond to
ensure Fireball 2016 will be an event
to remember.”
The community has jumped on
board in a big way with local groups
and businesses providing backing.
“We couldn’t have got Fireball off the
ground without the incredible support of our major sponsor Quinton’s
Online Supermarket, Fletchers Real
Estate, Rotary Club, Lions, Boat O’
Craigo and the Warrandyte CommuA gala fundraising event for our local CFA’s, sponsored by:

Club of Warrandyte Donvale

3AW
The Woo
Olivigna

Dyason Legal
Porter Davis
Doncaster BMW

Genesis Ringwood
MCG Windows & Doors
North East Diggers

Ryan Smith MP for Warrandyte
Thinking Printing
Poolwerx Ringwood
Warrandyte Diary
Ruby Tuesday Jewellery
Warrandyte Grand Hotel

nity Bank,” Ms Lambert said.
And hot off the press is news from
our local bank which has stepped
in yet again and will provide the
funding for three buses to transport
party goers to and from the event.
“The Warrandyte Community Bank
has been awesome in its support, not
only in sponsoring Fireball but now
taking that one step further with the
funds to provide transport to the
event,” Ms Lambert said.
“We would love to see all the
locals of Greater Warrandyte get
behind these wonderful businesses
that continue to give to events like
Fireball and projects that benefit the
whole community.”
If you’d like to support our CFAs
but can’t attend Fireball you can
sponsor a firey’s ticket. You can
either purchase a ticket or make a
contribution towards a ticket, to
show your support by gifting a firey
entry on the night.
Otherwise, if you would like to
help out at the event there may be
an opportunity to enjoy the night
without buying a ticket. Fireball
could do with a boost of volunteers
to help setup and assist throughout
the big night.
Fireball 2016 will be held on October 15 at the Park Hyatt at 7pm.
To purchase tickets, contribute to
a firey’s ticket or for more information visit www.fireball.org.au
For Fireball infor mation call
Michelle Lambert on 0408 334 247
or to volunteer at Fireball call Dee
Dickson on 0414 505 533.

LESS THAN 10 TABLES LEFT!

www.ﬁreball.org.au
A gala fundraising event for our local CFA’s, sponsored by:

Club of Warrandyte Donvale

3AW
The Woo
Olivigna

Dyason Legal
Porter Davis
Doncaster BMW

Genesis Ringwood
MCG Windows & Doors
North East Diggers

Ryan Smith MP for Warrandyte
Thinking Printing
Poolwerx Ringwood
Warrandyte Diary
Ruby Tuesday Jewellery
Warrandyte Grand Hotel

Farewell to an old workhorse
By SANDI MILLER

NORTH Warrandyte Tanker One
has been a familiar sight north of
the bridge: the CFA truck has kept
watch over the residents of North
Warrandyte for 20 years, but as
reported in the July Diary, it is now
being replaced by a shiny new appliance with the assistance of the 2014
Fireball fundraising efforts.
Tanker One itself replaced an
iconic North Warrandyte vehicle,
the original Tanker One was an old
Ford truck, the only blue firetruck in
the CFA fleet.
North Warrandyte captain Mick
Keating described the original truck
as “basically a tank on wheels”.
“It went very fast but was very
hard to stop…no safety concerns
or anything like that, people sat on
the back of the truck hanging on for
dear life,” he said.
So in 1997 the brigade took the
decision to raise money for a new
vehicle.
The $60,000 needed for the truck
didn’t come easily, but the Brigade
Auxiliary, known as the Fire Workers,
used some innovative fundraising
ideas to raise the cash – they put
on a show.
“Gone to Blazes, which was a full
blown production much like the Follies, was written by members of the
brigade, put together by members
of the brigade with the assistance
of other people who were roped
into do it. It was all done by the
community for the community,” said
Capt Keating.
With the assistance of the local
Lions and Apex clubs, the brigade
raised all the money to purchase the
new vehicle.
“The Fire Workers raised $18k
which was made up of Gone to Blazes, two plant sales (we had them
out the front of the Warrandyte
Community centre) Eltham festival
and the Warrandyte Festival, so that
was basically all community money,
every red cent,” he said.
The fitout of the truck was com-

pleted by David Brown who supplied
equipment, storage and building facilities at Brown Davis in Bayswater.
“He was somebody that didn’t
have the time to be a firefighter so
found other ways of supporting the
brigade: the use of his factory, tools,
his engineering expertise and the
like. He actually worked out a lot of
the engineering and he organised
the making of a lot of the parts of the
truck,” said Capt Keating.

For 20 years Tanker One has
averaged over 50 turnouts a year
– which is around a thousand jobs,
“everything from kids locked in cars
to Black Saturday”.
Tanker One was heavily involved in
the Black Saturday bushfires, being
overrun by smoke and flames as fire
engulfed King Lake.
“It was basically on Black Saturday
every truck within Cooee of here was
dispatched to the fires; it was origi-

nally dispatched to protect houses
in St Andrews, however it ended up
being the first truck into King Lake,”
said Capt Keating.
“When we drove up, I didn’t stop
for anything – trees or powerlines –
I just drove straight through them,
so a lot of powerlines got wrapped
around the tail shaft. It took the DMO
over three hours to get the power
cable from around the tail shaft.”
Capt Keating has nothing but

praise for the tanker’s performance
on that day.
“It proved its worth, it survived
that, and we survived in it … if you
have faith in your vehicle and you do
what you are supposed to do, you
are fairly safe,” he said.
On other occasions Tanker One
has been the hero of the day.
“The Floods in Main Road Eltham,
it was a great day, Christmas Day.
We rescued three ladies… there
were two cars that had got to the
point where the cars had become
immobile and the water was flowing
over the top of their cars and they
were stuck,” he said.
The brigade retains a fondness
for the truck and have gone to
great lengths to keep the vehicle in
service.
“Over its life, it was continuously
updated, something new was added
to it, new tools went on it – other
equipment was continuously upgraded – radios and so forth, BA
sets: it was kept up to date the best
it could,” said Capt Keating.
“The only problem with Tanker
One is that it is getting old. It hasn’t
even got 40,000kms on the clock,
but it is just now 20 years old … it is
just the technology – the firefighting
technology – has moved on”.
“This was designed for the community of North Warrandyte to fight
fires within North Warrandyte, and it
really did do that job extremely well.
It was probably in some ways it was
a bit ahead of its time, especially
with the pump, the new truck has
exactly the same pump, this was one
of the first ones that were available,
so it was designed as a crossover
between a tanker and a pumper, and
it did do the job extremely well,”
he said.
The Tanker is looking for a new
home and is listed on trucksales.
com, with the caveat that it can no
longer be used as a fire truck.
New Tanker One is in the process
of being commissioned and will be in
full service in time for this summer.
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Our Grand old lady has
Through fire and flood,
our local has survived
it all … even a spooky
visitor or two, as
SAMMI TAYLOR
discovers
HE Grand Hotel Warrandyte is the beating
heart of Yarra Street.
It’s been Warrandyte’s
community hub for over
a century and has welcomed everyone through its doors. People
have lived within its walls, shared
lasting memories with their family and friends in the function
rooms and dining halls. In the
past, in times of fire or flood, it
was a safe place and refuge for
those who needed it most. Now,
it’s a culinary hotspot and lively
public bar…with layer after layer
of rich history to peel back and
peek into.
Our local pub has 120 years of
history to explore, from natural
disasters to renovations and paranormal experiences. It’s been the
centre point for tragedy and celebration, and might just be home
to a ghost or two.
The Grand Hotel Warrandyte
was built in 1895 on the former
site of the Andersons Creek Hotel, which burned to the ground
in one of the many fires the town
would see in the following century.
The building is now over 120
years old and has been lovingly
cared for and tended to by general manager Peter Appleby and
his staff since they took the reins

four years ago.
“We put a bit of love back into
the place, just where it was lacking a little bit. We tidied it up
and got the beauty back, how the
grand old girl should look,” Peter
says.
And boy, does it look beautiful
now. Red earth toned carpet and
the polished wooden bar give
the Bistro area a stylish feel,
with plenty of big windows and
natural light streaming in during
the spring and summer months.
The building stands tall on Yarra
Street and is lit up at night, with
dinner-goers and evening drinkers filling the dining room, public

bar and upstairs balcony every
weekend.
The Grand Hotel has stood the
test of time.
After the Andersons Creek
Hotel burned down in the late
1800s, and the Warrandyte Hotel
just down the road perished in a
1920s fire, The Grand Hotel is the
last one standing and has seen
tragedy come and go from Warrandyte all too frequently.
“There were floods back in
1931, the Black Friday fires in
1939, there were fires in the 50s
and 60s…she survived all that
and stood the test of time. She really is a grand old girl,” Pete says.

The pub has even survived a
blaze within it’s own walls, after a
small fire broke out in early 2015.
Thanks to the quick attendance
and action of local fire fighters,
it caused minor damage and the
pub again lives to tell the tale.
“We’re strong believers that the
pub should be the hub of the
town, the hub of the community. In tragic times, everybody
flocked to the pub. It’s a place
of refuge, even during fire and
flood. That’s what the pub has to
do for the town, for the community, it has to be there standing for
everyone,” Pete says.
The Grand Hotel has changed

over its 120-year tenure, with
renovations and numerous licks
of paint. Up until the late 20th
century, the upstairs rooms were
lodging halls for tenants to stay
over night. People visited Warrandyte from inner-city Melbourne
and country Victoria, from interstate and even overseas. Some
made the hotel their home for the
night, others stayed for prolonged
periods of time. It is the home of
many fond memories for many
Warrandyte residents.
And there are so many stories to
tell—both from the horse’s mouth
and stories that have been passed
down through friends and family
members that remember the pub
from decades ago.
Past owners can recount the
weird and wonderful characters
that lodged in the rooms upstairs
in the 1950s and share stories of
playing cricket and football on
Yarra Street, back when it was
bare and without traffic. It was
quieter back then, but the pub
was still the centre of the community and a meeting point for all.
Pete has his own memories of
the pub from when he was a teenager. His first ever pub job was
at the Grand Hotel Warrandyte
when he was 17. Now, as general
manager for four years, he has
an even deeper connection to the
establishment.
“I had a great time growing up
in Warrandyte, it was fantastic.
I went to school here and made
some life long friends. Great town
back then and still a great town
now. My first ever pub job was
here when I was 17… how the
wheel turns.”
Nowadays, the pub is expanding
and changing in new and exciting
ways. Food has become a focus
for the Grand Hotel, which now
boasts an extensive menu of great
taste and fresh cuisine. They’ve
even won an accolade for Best
Parma in Victoria.
But Pete says it’s the people that
make the pub, and interacting
with his customers is his biggest
delight.
“At the public bar, you’ve got
everybody ranging from 18 year
olds to 70 year olds. It’s a great
mix and there’s no animosity between the young upstarts and the
older guys, everybody gets along
and has a chat.”
“I love chatting and meeting people and interacting, that’s what
I get my satisfaction from. It’s a
great part of my job cause every
day is different, not one day is
the same. Happy faces, happy
customers.”
A SPOOKY SPIRIT OR TWO
With rich layers of history
comes some seriously interesting
and unique stories, and the pub
has a ripper.
In the 1930s, when a person
had drowned in the river, their

Welcome Lyn
At the dinner meeting held on Thursday August 25th at Beasley's
Teahouse, for partners and guests, the Lions Club of Warrandyte
welcomed the second Vice District Govenor, Laurie Cooper. Laurie was
delighted to perform the induction of Lyn McDonald as a new member
into our club. Welcome Lion Lyn!
Thinking of volunteering? Call Bill 0429 325 166 or Jenni 0401 963 583

Lyn McDonald, Laurie Cooper and Jenni Dean
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been through the works

body would be brought into the
upstairs rooms at the Grand Hotel
where it would wait until the coroner could make the trip out from
Melbourne. While we’re unsure
of how often this occurred or just
how many bodies were in limbo
at the pub, there’s a chance it’s
still having lasting – and haunting
– effects now.
“We have a bit of paranormal
activity going on here,” Pete told
the Diary.
“We took over (the business)
nearly four years ago and we
got straight into renovating and
tidying up, but we’re told that
spirits don’t like change. We’ve
seen a bit of movement going on,
things moving around ... one of
my chef’s has had a physical encounter with a spirit. We’ve seen
shadows and heard footsteps,
there’s been knocks on the door
and nobody’s there…”
Pete’s office is located upstairs
and – as spooky coincidence
would have it – within the quarters of the old room 13, where the
bodies were kept.

“There’s every possibility
someone that may have drowned
might still be floating around
here. It’s all good though, they’re
not nasty or anything, the spirits.
They seem friendly,” Pete says
with a chuckle.
We might get to know more
about Warrandyte’s resident
Casper the friendly ghost soon, as
the Grand Hotel staff have enlisted the support of some local paranormal investigators who plan on
communicating with the spirits.
“It’s really fascinating stuff and
I’d love to follow it through and
see who’s here,” Pete says.
“The history is a great thing and
we’re right in touch with all of
that.”
We’ll be following this story in
the coming months at the Diary.
If you have memories of the pub
you’d like to share, or stories
of your own Warrandyte paranormal encounters, we’d love
to hear them. Send an email to
info@warrandytediary.com.au
or let us know on Facebook.

High Tea

at Warran Glen Cafe
1st Saturday of the month
Bookings 9844 1322
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Warrandyte could
be a disaster
waiting to happen.
A/Professor Kevin Tolhurst, Bushfire
Researcher, Melbourne University

How would you know if there was a bush
fire threat to your to home or business?
In the event of an imminent threat, sirens provide a standardised, fail proof
and audible 'call to action' for residents, bussinesses and vistors alike.

Women Inspiring Business Lunch
Thursday 6 October,
12 noon – 2.00 pm

You are invited to a public meeting to discuss community alert sirens
for greater Warrandyte area.

Manningham Function Centre,
699 Doncaster Road, Doncaster

Thursday 15th September 6.45pm
At Warrandyte Community Church, 57 Yarra St.
A gold coin donation would be appreciated.

Ryan Smith
Member for Warrandyte

Suite 2, 1020 Doncaster Road
Doncaster East 3109
Ph. 9841 5166 • Fax. 9841 5299
E. ryan.smith@parliament.vic.gov.au

Serving the community

Authorised by Ryan Smith, 2/1020 Doncaster Road, Doncaster East.
Funded from Parliament’s Electorate Office & Communications budget.

Join us for the third annual Women Inspiring Business Lunch, which
will include a special presentation by internationally renowned guest
speaker Moira Kelly.
Cost: $50

Bookings: www.manninghambusiness.com.au/events/
women-inspiring-business-lunch
For more information, call our Economic Development Team
on 9840 9310.
Event Sponsors:

Event Associates:

Table Sponsor:
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One Girl changing lives

By TOBY WARD

MELBOURNE-based charity, One
Girl, is changing the lives of girls
in Sierra Leone and Uganda by
raising money to send them to
school. And one of Warrandyte’s
own, Claudia Wareham (pictured), is at the forefront of the
effort.
The organisation’s October
campaign, Do It in A Dress, will
see Claudia put on an old school
dress and a pair of hiking boots
to ascend Mount Kosciusko. The
hike aims to raise $3000, enough
money to pay for 10 girls to have
an education.
One Girl aims to send one million girls to school by 2020. Claudia says their objective is a simple
one, to afford young women the
opportunity to schooling in parts
of the world where girls without
an education are often forced into
marriage and prostitution as a
means to survive.
Claudia’s hike on October 28
follows an event at Windsor’s The
Wolf And I, on October 13, featuring DJs and raffles with all proceeds going to Claudia’s target.
“I’ve always been a huge advocate for feminism and equality.
The fact that girls are denied an
education in places like Sierra
Leone or Uganda is really sad,”
Claudia says.

“In Sierra Leone, girls are more
likely to be raped than go to
school and it is so unfair that just
by being born a girl you are so
disadvantaged. I love education
and to share it with others is
something I’m very proud of.”
One Girl started when its
co-founder, Chantelle Baxter, was
staying in a hostel in Sierra Leone
and a girl asked her to help pay
for her school fees.
Chantelle’s generosity towards
this “one girl” signalled the organisation’s birth.
“Its been so overwhelming seeing how many people are willing
to help and get involved,” says
Claudia, “experiencing people’s
generosity towards the organisation has been incredible and
the more I’ve received the more
desire I have to give back.”
Claudia says anyone can get involved and take part in the Do It
In A Dress campaign.
“People can sign up and create
their own challenges, too, you
can register and have a dress sent
to you to take on a challenge such
as skydiving or running.”
For more information, to get involved and to donate to One Girl
visit: onegirl.org.au
To support Claudia’s fundraising
targets visit: doitinadress.com/
claudia-wareham

Community hub in Westerfolds Co-working space hub
By TOBY WARD

A NEW group of tenants are hoping
to secure the lease for Westerfolds
Manor. The collective, comprised of
community-minded organisations, is
being coordinated by Manningham
councillor Sophy Galbally.
The site was formerly home to the
Mia Mia Aboriginal Art Gallery but
they were evicted by Parks Victoria
in 2013 in favour of a new tenant.
But the chosen party did not take on
the lease. The group includes Now
and Not Yet café, Kevin Heinze Grow
Organisation, Vantage Point Church
and All Abilities Basketball.
Cr Galbally says the layout of the
heritage listed manor would allow
for a café and multipurpose rooms
as well as large outdoor areas. She
says it is best suited for a combination of organisations that will
become a focal point for positivity
and community engagement.
“It’s not a commercial place, you
won’t get passing foot traffic. It’s
ideal as a community hub and there

needs to be a purpose for the community to go there,” Cr Galbally said.
“These groups could all provide a
service and benefit to the community and offers an encouragement
to health and wellbeing,” she said.
Warrandyte café, Now and Not
Yet, has plans to replicate its volunteer-based work involving art displays and job training for refugees.
The café’s owner, Derek Bradshaw,
said expanding the business would
be exciting and challenging.
“This is a group of people who are
looking towards how Westerfolds
Manor can add to the community,”
said Bradshaw. “It has huge potential and we’re exploring how we can
continue what we’re already doing in
Warrandyte but in a slightly different
context where we can work with different services and organisations.”
Alongside the café, The Kevin
Heinze Grow organisation focuses on
horticulture therapy involving mental health and post-traumatic stress
disorder programs. The Vantage

Dogs delight in Warrandyte
By PAT CURRY

IT is well known, to all locals, that
Stiggants Reserve is the dog walking
hub of Warrandyte.
What more could a pup ask for?
A field of native grasses amongst
smooth-barked Manna Gums and
Wattles accompanied by the flowing streams of the Yarra gives
our furry friends, and ourselves,
a chance to unwind and relax.
Each month, the Samoyed Club
of Victoria conducts pet walks in
different locations around the state.
Last month, the organisers of
the club held a test walk through
the reserve with their companions
and declared it was a great place to
return with more club members for
a playful Sunday morning walk and
coffee at the bakery.
A total of 27 Samoyed dogs attended the walk, meeting at Stiggants,

and walking along the Yarra trail to
the bakery, with many of the dogs
having a swim in the river and a roll
in the mud. The walk co-ordinator,
Deb Williams, explained one of the
good things about Samoyeds is that
once they dry, 99% of the mud and
dirt falls out, thanks to their double-layered coat.
“We often refer to them as Teflon
coated dogs,’’ Deb said.
“It may just take more than
the Yarra River to get these durable companions dirty!”
Samoyeds are known to be active
and quick witted, inquisitive dogs,
originally used to hunt and haul
sledges for the Samoyedic peoples of Siberia. Their temperament
holds a friendly disposition and
are often characterised by a happy expression, being ever playful
towards anyone who comes to
say hello, including fellow pups.

Point Church operates outreach programs as well as Manningham’s only
food-bank. All Abilities Basketball
offer sport and recreation programs
to connect and involve people with
disabilities. Cr Galbally says if the
group takes over Westerfolds Manor
there would be a strong focus on
Aboriginal history and education.
“The Westerfolds area is an important site for the Wurundjeri
people and their history. When the
Wurundjeri council come there will
be plenty of space for them inside or
outside where there’s the possibility
for walking tours,” she said.
There is a long list of groups
showing an interest in this project.
Primary and secondary schools for
children with disabilities want to
be involved, as well as cycling and
walking groups that could benefit
by using the location as a gathering
point or a pit stop for coffee breaks.”
Once Parks Victoria reopen discussions about leasing, the group will
submit an Expression Of Interest.

survey for Manningham
MANNIGHAM City Council is
investigating the demand for a
co-working space for businesses
and individuals in our city and is
inviting the community and local
businesses to complete a survey.
Manninham has a large number of home based businesses
and self-employed professionals,
many from Warrandyte and who
could benefit from access to an
affordable, local office space.
Co-working spaces provide a
shared work space for individuals
or businesses away from their
home or place of business. Services such as fast internet connection are provided and those using
the space often come from a wide
range of industries and can be
home-based businesses, contractors, freelancers and more.
Council is conducting the sur-

vey following inquiries from local
businesses at recent networking
and business development events
about the possibility of a future
co-working space in the area.
To complete the survey, visit
www.manninghambusiness.com.
au/co-working-manningham
The survey closes this Friday
September 16.
Results of the survey will help
inform Manningham Business,
run by Council’s Economic Development and Tourism Team, to determine the local need and desire
for a co-working space.
Manningham Business runs a
variety of business development
programs and networking events
with local businesses.
For more information, call
Council’s Economic Development
Team on 9840 9338.
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S E PTE M B E R
HARRY HEALY
RUCKUS
PAUL RAWK
THREEZACROWD
OPEN MIC NIGHT

1ST
FRI 2ND
THU 8TH
FRI 9TH
THU 15TH
THU

MUSIC LINEUP
16TH FRI
22ND THU
23RD FRI
29TH THU
30TH FRI

PETER GRANT
PAUL RAWK
ELECTRIC INTENT
PAUL RAWK
LONG GONE DADDYS

COMING SOON: LOCAL MUSIC TALENT NIGHT
WANT A GIG A THE GRAND? SEND US A DEMO AND IF IT’S MUSIC TO OUR EARS YOU’LL BE IN THE RUNNING TO TAKE CENTRE STAGE.
110 yarra st, warrandyte

t (03) 9844 3202

info@grandhotelwarrandyte.com.au

www.grandhotelwarrandyte.com.au
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Swamp comes alive
at Warrandyte High
review
By SCOTT PODMORE

WARRANDYTE High School delivered yet another rollicking adventure in its theatre last month with
Shrek The Musical Jr engaging audiences from start to finish.
It never ceases to amaze how a
little high school can unleash such
big talents year in, year out, and
again a stellar cast led the way
with an always dramatic, amusing
and fast-paced adventure with this
brand new musical; Warrandyte High
School is only the third production.
Based on the Oscar-winning DreamWorks Animation film, in a faraway
kingdom the green ogre Shrek finds
his swamp invaded by banished
fairytale misfits, runaways who’ve
been cast off by Lord Farquaad, a
tiny terror with big ambitions.
When Shrek sets of f with a
wise-cracking donkey to confront
Farquaad, he’s handed a task – if
he rescues feisty Princess Fiona
from the Dragon-guarded tower, his
swamp will be returned to him. But,
a fairytale wouldn’t be complete
without unexpected twists and
turns along the way. Part romance
and part twisted fairy tale, Shrek
Jr proved to be an irreverently fun
show for the whole family.
Kristen Roberson as Princess Fiona
was outstanding, with her angelic
voice and ability to project with gusto, while Jake Newton was equal to
the task as Shrek, proving his future
in theatre is bright if he so chooses
to head in that direction.
Able sidekicks (pardon the pun) included a very convincing and humerous Donkey, played by Nic Dodds,
while Damon Moorfoot nailed his
role as the dimunitive and extremely
entertaining Lord Farquaad. Special
mentions for Caitlyn Bull (Pinocchio), Meg Hambleton (teen Fiona)
and Warrandyte Primary School
student Amber Gedge (young Fiona).

Pictures: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

According to the school, a fabulous
production would not have been
possible without the tireless efforts
of the staff who work above and
beyond the call of duty to make it
happen. Congratulations and commendations go out to Mikaela Fall

(assistant director) and Joel Armour
(co-musical director) both in their
first year at Warrandyte High School
and both showing a dedication and
commitment to supporting the
school community in this, a highlight
of the school year.

Thanks also went out to Helene
Butterworth, who, as production coordinator, worked on the production
every step of the way; from the first
audition to the final curtain. Backstage crew, including staff members
Matthew Steed, James Croker and

Robert Atkinson, ensured a seamless, smooth running show while
the front of house was assisted by
staff members Heather Dale (foyer
display), Sue Martin, Leigh Thomson, Kelleigh Lamb (hospitality) and
Antonella Bitta (cast supervision).
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Expo No.2 is a hit

THE second Greater Warrandyte Business Expo was held at the Warrandyte
Community Church on August 17 and
attracted a diverse range of local businesses who networked, promoted their
products and services and enjoyed up
to 20 business development seminars.  
“About 200 people attended with the
majority staying for the whole day,” said
Bambi Gordon, owner of The Woo who
organise the event. “It was great to hear
the constant noise level as people networked, met new customers or caught
up with people they previously only
knew on Facebook.”
The Expo came about as organisers
recognised that although the Warrandyte Business Association does terrific
work, only Goldfields and Yarra St businesses are members, according to Bambi, and it was obvious from the rise in
the Warrandyte Business & Community
Network (a Facebook group that has
grown from 2000 members this time last
year to over 5500 now) that there were
many businesses across our region not
represented by the WBA.
“We felt that there was an opportunity
for these ‘hidden’ businesses to put
themselves out there – and to network
face to face,” said Bambi. “We discovered local businesses as diverse as
steel importers, to quilting teachers.”
Local scientist, innovator and entrepreneur David Stapleton of Patch Up
exhibited at the Expo for the first time
this year.
“It was a great experience. I was
looking forward to putting my new
product into the market place and
hopefully meeting some people who I
could follow up with – but I was blown
away by the sales opportunities. I was
selling product all day,” David said. “Of
course, generating revenue is great but
the bigger picture is the motivation to
take my business to the next level.”  
Since the Expo, David has taken
his business from home based into
a shared workplace environment at
Realm in Ringwood and has plans for
expansion in the future.
“It is great to catch up once a year at
the Expo, but there is a lot of talent in
the region that we want to expose more
often plus give people the excuse to
catch up more frequently.”
Deb Graham from Blue Pear Pantry
was busy catching the attention of
Expo-goers – by their nose! – as she
walked around handing out samples of
her delicious home delivery fresh food
that has seen her business flourish in
the past four months.
“I thought the expo was well run, informative and provided a non-aggressive
space where you can see what others
have to offer your business,” Deb told
the Diary. “I met many local business
owners whom I didn’t know existed
and was excited to learn how they can
help with specific aspects of my own
business.”
Bambi said: “You can’t put on an
event like this without support and
we were fortunate that our local Warrandyte Community Bank renewed its
sponsorship from last year. The bank,
and our other sponsors including our
two councils, made this event happen.”
Based on the success of this second
year of the Expo, The Woo will be holding a series of business breakfasts.

Networking success: Cheryl Smith from the Warrandyte Community Bank and solicitor Leasa Dyason (above), Tony Welsh from H2Pro Plumbing
(below left) and Debra Walters from se3 Web Design (below right). Pictures: SCOTT PODMORE

Details about the first business
breakfast, to be held in October, will
be in the next issue of the Diary.

painting &
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
on labour only.

Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook
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ADVERTISING
SPECIAL

Book 6 ads in the Diary &
score a FREE 'drawn-in' video
PLUS feature article & pics

YOUR
FREE!S

worth
ov
$1500 er

CALL
Briony

9844 0555
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500 reasons
This edition marks No.500 for our much loved Warrandyte Diary, a newspaper
keeping us informed on all community matters for almost 46 years. We ask
some of the team to share their thoughts on what makes our paper so special.

1970

1984

Cliff Green

Jock Macneish

Founder, former
editor and Diary
godfather

Cartoonist, Diary’s
“Gandalf”

IS the Diary a great little paper
because it has been created in
Warrandyte, which is a great little
place? Or is Warrandyte a great
little place because it has the Diary? Both answers are correct.
The quarto-sized 12 pager was
only a few issues old when Peter Lovett knocked on our front
door: “Want a hand with that little paper you’ve started?”
Did I ever! “We’ll hunt up some
real news and chuck the type
around a bit,” he said. So began
a seemingly endless stream of
co-editors, associate editors, standby editors, replacement editors.
Most of them professional journalists, all of them local stalwarts: Lee
Tindale, Bob Millington, Mark Davis, Robert White; plus a huge army of
volunteer writers, cartoonists, photographers and artists and especially
our young cadets, who have learned the trade with us.
Warrandyte is rich with talented people; many of them have donated
their skills to this paper.
Across the 500 issues, and almost 46 years, this community has created something special.
Current editor Scott Podmore is expanding this legacy, developing a
new frontier into the digital age and better integrating our financially
essential advertisers into the community news pages.
Here’s to our next 500 issues!

Briony Bottarelli
Office manager and
Diary gatekeeper

19 97

2006

20 11

About 10 years ago I met Jan
Tindale, wife of the infamous Lee
Tindale, sports editor and voice
behind “Smokey Joe”.
Lee had passed away, but I
became friends with Jan. Rae
Danks’ health was failing and she
retired, so Jan suggested I might
like to take on her position of
handling administration and advertising at the Diary. The paper
was struggling financially at the
time and a great deal of satisfaction came with me being able to
lift the coffers somewhat.
Having grown up in Warrandyte
I love the open spaces, the river I
grew up with and learnt to swim
in, the tall trees, the birds, nature itself – and of course, the community.
Working at the Diary has enabled me to become even more involved
in the community and meeting more locals I hadn’t known before. I
commenced working with Cliff Green who probably stayed longer than
he may have wished, but was determined to keep this wonderful paper
going. He was relieved when Scott Podmore came along and offered to
take the job on. Scott has opened the paper up to a wider and younger
part of the community with modern technology hitting the Diary (and
me) big time. I work in the best office in Melbourne. I love what I do and
I hope the Diary, the longest running tabloid in Australia, keeps running
for a long time to come.

2015

20 16

Do you keep a diary?
Does it describe what you’ve
been doing, record your private
thoughts, and chronicle your
opinions on anything and everything?
I’ve been keeping a diary for the
past 46 years. It’s called the Warrandyte Diary.
It’s not exactly private, but it
does document the things I’ve
been thinking about since December 1970.
In 4000 illustrations, spread over
500 editions, the Diary has published a guide of my somewhat
oddball way of thinking about
Warrandyte. It’s meant doing a lot of drawing, and a lot of thinking.
But it’s a wonderful privilege to be able to share my story with
Warrandyte people.
And as many Warrandyte people know, I’m a compulsive show-off,
despite not having very much to show.
The Warrandyte Diary means that I have a great excuse to strut my
stuff in front of the Diary readers, whether they like it or not. So far,
nobody has yet demanded that I stop drawing cartoons about our town
and it’s long-suffering citizens. I take it as a sign of grudging tolerance,
if not actual acceptance.
Can’t wait to put it in my Dairy.
Look out for it.

Scott Podmore
Diary chief and
current flag bearer
“The essence of community, its
heart and soul, is the non-monetary
exchange of value; things we do
and share because we care for others, and for the good of the place.”
They’re the wise words of Dee
Hock, the same man who founded
VISA credit card and a major influencer on constructing thought-experiments about the nature of
organisational management.
It makes me think of the Diary,
an important non-profit community newspaper with a big impact
on its readers. Everyone cares
about it. I took over this magical
publication as editor when Cliff Green passed me the baton three years
ago this month. Managing it has been, and is, challenging but rewarding.
I think we keep most people happy and everyone looks forward to it
coming out each month.
The Diary works so well because it’s a classic case of being produced
by the people for the people. It provides us with a community heartbeat
and unites our people, clubs, schools, businesses and service groups
not only as a platform to bring you news, photographs, funnies, advice
and much more by way of newspaper format, but also as a powerful
voice when we need it.
What makes it really special is its people. The people care about the
newspaper. The newspaper cares about its people. Long live the Diary.
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to love our Diary

Stephen Reynolds

Val Polley

Diary photographer and stalwart

History writer, Diary legend

Having spent the last 15 years photographing
every aspect of Warrandyte for the Diary, whether it
be the festival, monthly market, theatre productions,
community forums, celebrated artists, ANZAC
Day, the changing seasons, personalities, sport or
just our cherished environment of the river and
Australian bush, there is one thing that continually
stands out to me as quite unique in a metropolis of
four and a half million people.
While outsiders might classify us as “fringe
suburbia” that one unique quality that both
Warrandyte and the Diary espouse and reflect is
“community”.
In our fast paced, ever changing world Warrandyte
still retains a notably distinct, rural charm with
a country feel that embraces our community
organisations and diverse social fabric, be it
schools, sport, the CFA, churches or service clubs.
As one who attends, observes and photographs many of Warrandyte’s functions the
enthusiasm, involvement and commitment of her community parallels that of the Diary
where each month a band of dedicated contributors including journalists, artists, poets,
cartoonists and photographers produce content that reinforces that very quality and have
done since the first issue rolled off the press in 1970.
It is that contribution that reinforces the old saying “you only get out of something what
you put into it” that for me makes the Warrandyte Diary an integral part of, and mirrors
that very community. Congratulations to our Diary team and most importantly Warrandyte
for supporting us for 500 monthly editions.

What the Diary means to me is its truly local news,
views and issues – the stuff that binds a community
together. There is little doubt in my mind that Warrandyte would not be, or look, the way it is without
the Diary. It has provided ongoing support for events
(think of the festival), campaigns (such as One Warrandyte, Be Ready Warrandyte), sports (those great
pages in every issue) and people (too numerous to
identify individually).
It has provided encouragement and opportunity to
locals to find their voice through writing, photography and poetry.
Not only that; it’s been notable for mentoring new
talent and journalistic skills among young aspiring
journalists. It is also a wonderful example of volunteerism. Without many volunteers giving their time
over the decades the Diary would not exist. We owe
them all a debt of gratitude.
Finally history, the Diary has provided 500 issues and over 40 years worth of documented
Warrandyte history thus far – priceless.
Thank you Diary for the 500 issues that have been part of my life, I cannot imagine a Warrandyte without you. Congratulations on a wonderful achievement.
The Diary wouldn't exist without all the contributions by our wonderful volunteers, cadets
and others who have played a part in making this newspaper such a treasured community
resource. We also would like to acknowledge those valued team members who are no longer with us but never forgotten including Lee Tindale, Clinton Grybas & Rachel Schroeder.
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Beware the roads of Outback NSW
nature
By LINDA ROGAN

DEAR reader/s, as I write, Peter and
I are recovering from a salutary reminder of how quickly an Outback
NSW dirt road can go from a-joy-todrive-upon to a treacherous slippery
bog. It takes just a few hours of
gentle rain.
Let’s just say, we arrived safely
onto the bitumen but didn’t make a
‘clean’ getaway. Also my technological arrangements have failed me so
it may take some luck and outside
help to get this column safely into
Scott’s hands.
Back in the Middle Yarra’s ‘early
spring’, much was blooming. Two
particular plants had caught my eye.
The Bushy Needlewood, a local
Hakea species: White filamentous
flowers bloom while chubby-looking
Hakea fruit with a curled filament
persist from last year.
Like a butterfly’s proboscis on a
horny toad, I thought. This fruit is
made up of two sorts of wood (photo inset with permission from Geoff
Lay). The two woods dry at different
rates, putting an internal strain on
the nut. It then opens explosively
and expels the winged seed. My own
photo (near right) shows the spined
needle-like leaves that give this
plant its common name. They also
make this plant a good safe habitat
for small birds. Look for the Bushy
Needlewood in grassy-dry forest on
Fourth Hill.
The Small-leaved Clematis, a
native vine, has been gift-wrapping
shrubs with its four pointed star
flowers almost obscuring both the
shrub and its own green leaves. The
overall effect is intricate and delicate
but given enough years, the main
vine becomes quite stout. Later in
the spring, the fruits will cover the
vine with feathery white filaments
leading to another common name
Old Man’s Beard.
A mid-August sojourn to Outback
NSW: But now you find us with our
vehicle and caravan embarrassingly
caked with red NSW dirt. The wintry
blast that hit Melbourne, after its

warmest August day, has found us a
few days later near Wilcannia NSW.
We had a sunny day’s respite and
decided to drive to Lake Peery in
Paroo Darling National Park to see
the only known example of mound
springs in Australia found within a
lakebed. The small elevated ponds
and the water seeping through the
mounds provided the only moisture
evident in this lakebed.
However, due to earlier rains, the
lakebed and its banks were amassed
with blooming wildflowers. The
showiest were the native Groundsel

“AAAARK! Aaaaaark! Aaaaa-eeeeeeeee-a-a-ark!”
THE aggressive screeching of herring gulls is not everybody’s cup of
tea, but for many, the rise and fall
of their keening is the sound track
of the north Atlantic.
In a fluctuating continuo encompassing wind and sea, it haunts
the landscape and underpins the
dialogue of every movie ever set in
the region. Ironically, when you’re
actually there, in Nova Scotia or
the Outer Hebrides or the Lofoten
Islands, the words “background
noise” don’t exactly leap to mind.
The racket of the seabirds drowns
out just about everything short of a
low-skimming F16.
During the remote Arctic summer,
our fishermen’s hut was surrounded by cliffs and rocky ledges laden
with nesting seabirds, and a London
couple whom we travelled with were
ragged from sleepless nights. The

noise of the gulls drove them crazy,
as scores of the huge brutes wheeled
and squealed and squawked raucously, endlessly, day and night.
Only of course there was no night at
that latitude. Not even a smudge of
darkness to settle the birds.
They didn’t bother me. Living in
Warrandyte is good training for
withstanding bird calls at all hours:
kookaburras leading the cacophony
at dawn, cockatoos and corellas by
the hundred, currawongs and magpies all day (and sometimes all night
when there’s a very bright moon),
not to mention the smaller birds.
Wattle birds, rosellas, king parrots,
lorikeets, cuckoos and orioles – even
the spinebills – all have penetrating
calls. I can happily sleep through any
of it. (At this point my beloved would
no doubt add that I’m pretty good
at sleeping through alarm clocks as
well, but that’s another story.)
The usual noises of nature are as

with yellow daisy flowers reaching
knee-high. Once out amongst them
it was easy to find many native
bluebells, bush tomatoes, a range
of daisies and four species of butterflies. The drive back to camp
brought one more special treat. We
stopped to inspect some roadside
Eremophila bushes also known as
Emu Bushes. I photographed the
flowers and leaves hoping to be
able to identify the species later.
“Look over there,” Peter called,
pointing to an emu family staring at
us from a distance. They are curious

creatures. Peter and I each raised an
arm turning hands side to side. Sure
enough, instead of being frightened
they watched and came closer for a
look. They hung about watching us
until we lost interest and returned to
the car. How appropriate I thought,
emus in the Emu Bushes!
Alas the rain appears to be settling
in to Outback NSW limiting further
off-bitumen travel. My thoughts turn
to what will be occurring in the Yarra
Valley bushland in September.
Look for masses of wildflowers
in nearby reserves including wax

lipped and also spider orchids,
bulbine and chocolate lilies, and
Golden Bush-pea, the latter on the
northern slopes of Fourth Hill. The
flowers on Red and also Yellow Box
trees and Red Ironbark will attract
many honeyeaters and parrots that
will drop a scattering of blooms to
the ground. The number of newly
emerged moths and butterflies will
increase. Watch for ring-tail possums
carrying their young in the evenings.
If you spend time in the bush now,
you’re almost certain to find something new to you.

Free as a bird in an app-less existence
our place
By MARILYN MOORE

soothing as a lullaby. They signify
that all’s well with the world and
if they’re absent, the silence feels
eerie: a harbinger of doom, the calm
before the storm.
Conversely, the tiniest unfamiliar
noise has me wide awake in an
instant. A rat chewing through mortar at the other end of the house
(a memorable example); the same
rat, unable to get out the way it got
in, gnawing at the concrete slab;
a brush-tailed possum prowling
around the lounge-room; an unusual
vehicle down the road; a wombat
chewing grass next to our tent; and
so on.
Even the tiniest muffled electronic

beeps penetrate the subconscious
like a red-hot skewer. Bells, buzzers,
chimes, dings, synthesized music:
any of the average mobile phone’s
armoury of alerts is guaranteed
to alarm. They may as well play a
21-gun-salute, or a trumpet voluntary, fortissimo.
“Ding!” In the dead of night in
a faraway land, a faint blue glow
lights up the room. The silence is
splintered by a glassy tinkle. It’s the
much-awaited postie’s whistle. Mail!
“Tap tap … tap … tap tap … tap …
tap tap tap …”
“What on earth’s going on?” Have
I overslept again?
“Nothing.”
“I can hear something tapping …”
“Just replying to an email.”
“Oh, OK.”
“Tap tap … tap ...”
“Who’s it from?” Wide awake now,
I’m anxious to hear whatever news
has arrived from the other side of

the planet.
“Sounds like the Hawks won.”
Oh. Is that all?
I can only bury my head under the
pillow and ponder how this sort of
thing came to pass in a household
where, at home, TV and telephone
have always been firmly banished
from the sleeping quarters. Whether
we like it or not, smartphones are
rapidly ingratiating themselves into
place as the cornerstones of our
existence.
I daresay I’ll get used to it. In the
meantime, I’m proud to be amongst
the rapidly diminishing percentage
of the population that remains blissfully App-free. In the words of Shakespeare’s Henry V, whose small band
of weary foot-soldiers faced almost
certain annihilation at the hands of
the French cavalry at Agincourt, “We
few, we happy few!”
Yep. We happy few. Free as the
birds! For the present, anyway …

You’d be amazed at who reads the Diar y!
Bigger Paper
Greater Readership
New Sections for Travel, Food & Entertainment
New Website with Video Reports
Best Newspaper rates in Australia
Come in and see us or call Briony or Scott to find out
how we can make your advertising work best.
Warrandyte Diary – 168 Yarra St (above the Library). Ph: 9844 0555
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VOTE 1

The curse of Telstra
ver the past month or
so, I have been receiving emails from Telstra,
warning (and I think that’s
the correct word) that
soon we would be changed over to
Telstra Mail.
As I didn’t know what it was, had
never requested a changeover and
I couldn’t really recognise the authenticity of the sender, I ignored the
email and went about my life. A bit
like immediately binning anything
received in the post addressed to
‘The Householder’. However, ignoring an email from Telstra indicating
that they have decided what’s best
for you is a dangerous thing to do.
But let me digress for a minute whilst
I unburden.
I know this might be hard to believe
but I’m not a technological wizard. I
like to turn on the computer, direct
my cursor to an icon and then I expect it to work without me having
to perform computer gymnastics.
Usually it does, when it wants to,
but there are times when it has a
hissy fit and chucks a wobbly. That’s
when, foolishly, I ring the Telco tech
support line. Computer problems
usually go something like this.
“Roger, the email is not working,
again!”
“Do not fear, my dear. I will take
a look, gesture mysteriously at the
screen and all will be well.”
“I tried this morning and it was
slow and now that circle thing just
keeps whirling around but it won’t
even connect.”
“As I said, my precious, I will come
to your rescue. Just leave it with me!”
As Herself slinks off to solve more
world problems, I am left to deal with
the simple computer glitch.
You dial and get to speak to a lovely
lady. She must work all the hours
given to us because whenever I ring
it’s the same lady asking the same
questions.
“Yes, it is a technical problem,

kibbled
"I know this might
be hard to believe
but I’m not a technological wizard."
this computer is attached to this
phone line and, yes, it’s ADSL. And
isn’t it comforting to know that one
of their friendly technical support
people will attend to my every need,
presently.”
You listen to the music for ... some
time and then the same lady, with
your best interests at heart, suggests
that most problems can be solved
by turning the modem off and on so
perhaps I should do that NOW. As
you do that for the third time, the
music list goes into its second or
third rotation.
Eventually, a voice coming from
Muffleland, somewhere in the Hindu Kush asks for your life history
before asking what the problem is
and whether you have tried turning
your modem off and on.
“I was just wondering if there is a
local outage as I’ve had this sort of
thing happen before.”
“Can I have ......... em number?”
“I’m sorry could you repeat that?”
“I need your modem name and
model. I just need to run a line
speed test.”
“But it was working perfectly well
a few hours ago.”
“Name and model number?”
The test is run and, unsurprisingly,
there is nothing wrong with the line.

“Is there a local outage?”
“I’m sorry, I’ll have to consult with
my supervisor. I’ll just put you on
hold.’
As the sun sinks, more beautifully
and serenely than does my spirit,
I listen to another few rotations of
what has become my most detested
song list.
“Thank you for waiting, sir. There
is nothing wrong this end so, on
checking you plan, it appears that
you have a ‘slow’ plan. May I suggest
you upgrade to a faster one?”
Life is too short to listen to this
sort of BS so I hang up, gracefully declining the offer to wait and answer
a few questions about the ‘service’
I have just received.
An hour or so later. “Well done,
Rog, you’ve got it back up again. How
did you do it?”
I didn’t do anything other than
waste an hour of my life, being given
the run-around. Obviously it was an
outage and the current, frequent
local outages are probably related
to the mail changeover that I started
telling you about at the start of the
column.
When our “computer guy” came
to fix something else, I asked if the
changeover was real or a scam.
“Oh no, it’s real alright. And it’s
been causing lots of email problems
for our customers. Often, the telco
will suggest you need a new router,
that they will provide. But, it has
to be installed. Then, because they
are shifting you to a new server,
your computer settings will need
to be changed. You might be able
to follow the directions on line but
most people can’t and need to get
us back to do it.
“All of this at their cost?”
“You are joking!”
I’ve just been notified that the
date for our changeover will fall in
the middle of our five week holiday
in Italy.
ROGER KIBELL

THE ALTERNATIVE TAKEAWAY
No Preservatives, no additives,
healthy and nutritious home
cooked meals delivered to your
door or pick up instore
from local retail outlets.

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Skylights & Whirlybirds

For delivery/pick up call Deb: 0415 170 733
Order Online: www.bluepearpantry.com.au

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

In VIC, available instore from Quinton’s SUPA IGA - Warrandyte,
Food Works – Research, Templestowe SUPA IGA, Mountainview
Select Meats – Nunawading, Bolton St Café – Eltham and The
Weidlich Food Store – Eltham North

HOME COOKED MEALS FOR WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE TIME

• Gutterguard & Leaks
• Rainwater Tanks
• Insulation

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

Kyle GILLAN
Local Warrandyte Candidate for Sugarloaf Ward
Nillumbik Council Elections
Authorised by K Gillan, 21 Banning Road, North Warrandyte 3113

My name is Kyle Gillan and I am an independent candidate
running for election to the Nillumbik Council for the
Sugarloaf Ward. I live in Warrandyte and will be a strong
advocate for the Warrandyte community and surrounding
areas. I am focused on value for money from our rates,
protecting the environmental value of the area, and urgent
action on the Warrandyte Bridge Widening Project to ensure
real community consultation on this important project.

Training Program for Community
Organisations 2016/2017

Governance Essentials
Tuesday 13 September,
6.30 pm – 9.30 pm
Function Room 3, Civic Centre,
699 Doncaster Road, Doncaster
Facilitated by Jenny Holliday
– Director, Non Profit Training
All community organisations including community and
children’s services, sports clubs, recreation, leisure,
arts and cultural groups are invited to attend our
community training program.
Our first session will focus on Governance Essentials.
Good governance leads to positive and effective
committees, proper management of conflicts of
interest and risk, good understanding and planning
for financial management, and an organisation that
thrives even through adversity.
This session will cover: assessing that good
governance is in place for your group, understanding
your committee’s role in planning, overseeing and
monitoring finances, managing organisational risk,
identifying your organisation’s legal structure and
its implications, roles and responsibilities of the
committee and running effective AGMs.
All sessions are free of charge. Bookings are essential
at www.manningham.vic.gov.au/community-trainingprogram or call The Grants Team on 9840 9305.
Places are limited (only 2 bookings per community
group), so please book early.
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Picture perfect book by our Bill
review
“Photographing people is the
science of capturing humanity,”
says Warrandyte photographer
and the Diary’s own Bill Hudson-McAuley (main photo) who
has produced an exquisite quality
hardcover photographic book entitled Heart and Soul: A Lifetime
of Emotion 1970-2010.
“I have chosen photographs from my collection
that portray emotion, vulnerability and humanity,” says Bill, “The
images in Heart and Soul comprise my photographic slice of life
from the past 50 years, my personal take on the world around
me, and I feel immensely grateful
to have had the opportunity to
share such an intimate relationship with my subjects.”
Bill was only 18 when he left

Warrandyte and became a cadet
photographer with The Age, later
moving to Sydney and London
to earn his living as a photojournalist.
He has had the privilege of
meeting and photographing hundreds of the world’s most famous
rock stars, sportsmen, movie
stars and politicians. Some of the
celebrities featured in Heart and
Soul are Paul McCartney, Michael
Jackson, Alice Cooper, Gough
Whitlam, Meryl Streep, Desmond
Tutu, Barry Humphries, Bob
Hawke, Malcolm Fraser, Cathy
Freeman, Princess Di, Frank Sinatra, Geoffrey Rush, and Andrew
Lloyd-Webber.
Heart and Soul is printed on
the best quality paper stock
and can be purchased online
from: http://au.blurb.com/
b/7245434-heart-and-soul-final  
You can ring Bill to ask any
questions about the book on
0412 510 019.

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community since 2002

Have you got a wheat bag?

They’re fantastic for thawing out from the cold winter months or
preparing for the upcoming spring.

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast

Pop into Warrandyte Osteopathy and pick up your wheat bag today
and while your here check out our other great products.
- Pillows
- Fisiocream
- Rock tape
- Magnesium supplements
Also if you would like to make an appointment with any of our
osteopaths please call the clinic on 9844 2465 or check out our
online booking system at melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the
prompts.
We hope to see you soon!

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)
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Spring clean for ‘you’

8 great ways to improve your health for the warmer weather
By MARIE BAKER

THE seasons are changing and
cold and flu horrors are (hopefully) starting to fade, so what’s the
best thing to do as we welcome the
warmer weather?
Give ourselves a spring clean!

1

Take a brisk walk.
Go for an energizing
walk along Warrandyte’s
beautiful Yarra River, amongst the
trees and wildlife. Breathe in the
beautiful fresh air and take those
shoes off to feel the dirt between
your toes.

2

Drink more water.
Your body is over 70
percent water and needs
water for almost every function.
Many of the aches and pains, headaches and other symptoms we experience would lessen if we could
only drink more water!

3

Meditate. Just taking
some time out to clear
your thoughts and unplugging from technology and people
can help you feel more balanced
and peaceful. Deep breathing for
at least five minutes, as often as
you can, reduces stress hormone
levels. That translates into less
anxiety, better sleep and less likelihood to pack on the pounds.

4

Grounding.
Simply by getting outside,
barefoot and touching
the earth, you can alleviate some
of the stress continually put on
your system. Grounding transfers
free electrons from the earth’s
surface into your body that spread
throughout your tissues and its
effect is one of the most potent antioxidants we know of. Grounding
has been shown to relieve pain, reduce inflammation, improve sleep,
enhance well-being and much,
much more.

5

Hug someone you love and
be grateful.
When you hug someone
you love (someone who actually
wants to be hugged), your body
releases feel-good hormones like
oxytocin that ward off depression.
And write down at least 10 things
for which you are grateful. More
and more research points to
gratitude building better health
and happiness.

prevents cartilage and joint breakdown, protects your spine, betters
your bone health, drains lymph,
lowers blood sugar, drops your
blood pressure, regulates adrenal
glands, boosts your immune system and much more.

8

Immunity boosters for
Spring.
Cinnamon and pepper,
turmeric, chia seeds and ginger.
These foods have been used for
thousands of years, but now we
are realising just how important
they really are for our health, so
include them in your diet.

6

Declutter.
Experts reveal that decluttering your wardrobe
improves not just your space, but
your life. Clutter is just stagnant
energy. Where there’s clutter in
your home, there will be clutter in
you, either physically, mentally or
emotionally.

7

Yoga. Regular practice
of yoga boosts your immunity and improves
your quality of life. Some of the
many benefits of yoga include: it
improves flexibility, builds muscle
strength, perfects your posture,

Start Hearing Better
Our Specialist Orthodontists look forward to providing
your family with personalised orthodontic care.
•
•
•
•

Children, teens and adults welcome
Traditional braces, invisible braces and Invisalign
Over 15 years experience
No referral necessary

Hypnotherapy & Healing
Are you stuck? Confused? Needing to find direction?
Caught up in compulsive or addictive patterns? Need to quit
smoking? Or to lose weight? Depressed, anxious, & wanting
change? Needing change but unsure how to proceed?

Hypnotherapy is a safe & effective way
to find the future you want.

9846 3811 lavrinortho.com.au
Templestowe & Melbourne

LLO ad April16 final v2.indd 1

Malcolm Dart | Dip Clinical Hypnotherapy, Member AHA
Ph 0412 041 402 | LiveYourLightHypnotherapy.com.au

1/04/16 5:32 PM

AFFORDABLE & STRESS-FREE
hearing solutions to improve your life!

FREE
TO
T R Y!

CALL 9844 5863
for award-winning services
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SHOP LOCALLY

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

WARRANDYTE bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135

Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Holiday program
Event:    School Holiday Program –
HERO Kids (6 – 12yrs)
Place:    Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House
When:   Wednesday Sept 28
Cost:      Full day 8am-4pm $60 or Half
day $40
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House 9844 1839 or enroll online
See www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au for more information
Event: Make it & Move it – BOYS only
- NEW!! (7 – 12yrs)
Place:    Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House
When:   Thursdays 6-7:30pm - 4 weeks
starting Oct 20
Cost:      $60
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House 9844 1839 or enrol online
See www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au for more information
Event: Go Girls – GIRLS only! (7 –
12yrs)
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House
When: Wednesdays 6-7:30pm - 8 weeks
starting Oct 12
Cost:      $73
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House 9844 1839 or enroll online
See www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au for more information
Event: Watercolours
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House
When: Thursdays 1-3pm - 4 weeks
starting Oct 13
Cost:     $73 (+ BYO materials approx.
$50)
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House 9844 1839 or enroll online
See www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au for more information
Event: Teen Yoga/Relaxation Session –
reduce EXAM stress!

A story of a hoarder, all she has lost,
but refuses to let go of. ‘Wise, expressive and yet restrained’ (Sydney Morning Herald). ‘A nugget of something
special’ (The Age). Bookings essential
at www.manningham.vic.gov.au/playhouse or 9840 9382		

buzz about town
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House
When: Tuesday Oct 4
Time: 6:30 – 8:30pm
Cost:     $18
Contact: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House 9844 1839 or enrol online
See www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au for more information
Event: Warrandyte Film Society
Place: Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House
When: Friday September 16
Time: 7pm for 7.30pm start
Film: The Railway Man
Eric Lomax (Colin Firth), a former British army officer and POW, discovers
that the Japanese interpreter who tortured him is still alive. He and his new
wife (Nicole Kidman) set out to confront the man who caused him so much
pain. Directed by Jonathan Teplitzky
Join now for July 2016 – June 2017.
Annual membership fee of $50 for 10
films. Must be a member to attend.
Event: Annual General Meeting
Place: Information Warrandyte Inc.
Warrandyte Community Centre, 168
Yarra Street, Warrarndyte
When: Tuesday October 18
Time:
7.30pm
Supper will be served at the conclusion
of the AGM. RSVP by Tuesday October
4 to 9844 3082
Event: My Life in Boxes by Gravity
Dolls
Place: Doncaster Playhouse
679 Doncaster Road, Doncaster
When: Thursday October 6
Time:
7.30pm
Cost:
$25 (full) $22 (concession)

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS
Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360

Event: Save your Photos
Place:
Eltham Library
Panther Place, Eltham
When: Tuesday September 13
Time:
6.30-8pm
Cost:
Free entry
Come along and learn some smart ways
to keep your photos organised and safe
over the bushfire period and beyond.
Presented by Chantal Imbach.

GIGS
Place: RSL Warrandyte
Event: John Williams and Doubleshot
of Blues
When: Sunday September 25
Time: 4-8pm
Jaw dropping blues and rocking riff
live at the RSL. BYO nibbles platter
welcome. Sausage sizzle at 6pm. Drinks
at bar prices. Band box donation. All
welcome.
Place:
Event:
When:
Event:
When:
Event:
When:

The Grand Hotel
Peter Grant
Friday September 16
Electric Intent
Friday September 23
Long Gone Daddys
Friday September 30

Event: Yarra Valley View Club meeting
and luncheon
Place: Chirnside Park Country Club
When: Tuesday September 27
Time: 12 noon
Guest speaker John Howell , author of
The Only Woman at Gallipoli. Visitors
welcome. Bookings essential.
Call Wendy on 0438 625 556 or Lyn on
0409 403 968.

DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.
PORT DOUGLAS 2 bedroom, self
contained, beachside apartment for
rent. A/C & ceiling fans. Heated pool/
spa. 2minswalkfromFourMileBeach.
Call Kerrie 0409 359 240.

SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Call Norma 0409 137 246.
DESIGN STUDENT WANTED
Local business 'Personally Invited'
looking for someone creative & tech
savvy part- time. Ideal for a student,
training provided. 9719 7744
hayley@personallyinvited.com.au.

WANT A MINI AD? Call Briony 9844 0555
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Vets inspire playwright Lynne

By RUTH BIRCH

WARRANDYTE’S local playwright
Lynne Bartlett (above) has recently
completed writing original musical
drama For Home and Empire, an
arts and culture piece she co-wrote
with David Billings from Yarra Hills
Secondary College.
After a successful launch last
month with the show being performed at the school by VCE students, Lynne is now looking to work
with theatre groups and schools to
produce the show in future.
Set in Melbourne, the story is an

educational one of courage, history
and culture and is based on one family’s incredible journey during the
World War I. The story captures the
raw emotions and real struggles of
a difficult time in Australian history.

Inspired by some visiting war veterans to her local RSL club, Lynne
began putting the script together,
which she says is designed to open
young peoples’ eyes to the gravity
of war. In the play, Lynne asks the

question: how do the families cope?
Using Henry Lawson-style language of the time, the story focuses
on a family living in Bacchus Marsh
and how they dealt with their loved
ones leaving for World War I. The

14 characters include crotchety old
Uncle Burt as well as a normal family
with three children, the father being
a doctor and the mother working
with the Country Women’s Association. The father and the older
daughter are soon off to war, leaving
behind the rest of the family.
The CWA ladies play an important
role, with one devastating scene in
particular bringing the audience at
Yarra Hills to tears.
Lynne has placed interesting
characters throughout the play,
and changes up the settings, as the
audience is taken from country Victoria to Cairo. All the while, musical
examples of the time play as well as
original pieces David has written.
The play runs for 90 minutes, with
the Yarra Hills students participating
in the show’s ‘test run’ and after
careful consideration, a few minor
tweaks and changes have been made
to the script. Lynne is now offering
the script to high schools and theatre groups.
All the music and powerpoint
display presentations are included
if people decide to take on the project. The costumes came separately
from a local costume designer in
Ringwood, Tracey Nuthall, who runs
Costumes Without Drama.
To get in touch with Lynne about
the play including script requests
call 0421 331 388 or email her at
lynne@bartlettsproductions.com.
For more info you can check out the
Facebook page at: facebook.com/
forhomeandempire

WTC goes back to the future
WARRANDYTE Theatre Company
returns this month with 1984, a
George Orwell classic produced by
WTC’s Youth Theatre group of talent.
1984 is a story that is always relevant and unsurprisingly still appears
on the VCE English list as well as
No.2 on Time Magazine’s Top 100
Reads of all time. The Guardian describes 1984 as the “definitive book
of the Twentieth Century” and “Orwell’s fiction is our reality”. Maybe
there are people who are no longer
familiar with its theme but they will
be familiar with phrases that have
entered the English lexicon and endured: “Big Brother is watching you”
and “Room 101” to name a couple.
Much of the stor y may seem
extreme or unlikely but we know
of places where relationships and
daily lives are controlled by the
state. Perhaps making it a crime to
fall in love seems unusual but much
of the text continues to reflect real
world tensions within and between
states. In the book, Orwell writes of
reporting suspicious activity around
you and also of boats of refugees in
the Mediterranean. Sound familiar?
This is an important work and
the Warrandyte Youth Theatre cast
ranging in age from 12-22 will bring
a lively and memorable version to
the stage in Warrandyte.
To book tickets visittrybooking.
com/MGYL
If booking for a school group of 10
or larger, to access discount tickets please contact Adrian Rice on
0439 311 428.

PLANS are underway for a super celebration next year and
organisers need your help,
festival lovers.
We are interested in photos
and video footage – from the
1970s, ‘80s and ‘90s ONLY at
this stage – that reflect your
favourite festival moments/
events.
Any photos selected for publishing (in a book about the
festival) must have owner’s
permission and will be credited accordingly.
Please scan and send pictures in the largest format
possible to festival40@warran
dytefestival.org
All material must include
the date and names of those
who appear in the photos/videos and a brief description of
what is happening.
Please, dig up those archives, dust off those albums
and help us put together the
full story of Warrandyte’s big,
brilliant weekend.

TOM KERKHOF

LOW IMPACT

Yoga, meditation
& creative dance

GROUP
EXERCISE
CLASS
** FIRST CLASS FREE **

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

9.45 MON & WED

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

Improve strength & balance,
Keep fit, have fun & socialise!

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

Warrandyte
Festival:
celebrating
40 years

A
M

At Domeney
Community Centre

Knees Rd, Park Orchards

Call Liz 0427 310 881

TELEVISION

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au
warrandytevet.com.au

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Servicing the area for 40 years

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

NEIL CARTER

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274

0418 357 282

27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

grant mcgregor
0431 157 025 • 9844 3424
maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions
fully insured

love
landscapes
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Kabana king's triple treat
By SCOTT PODMORE

WARRANDYTE Quality Meats has
bagged three gold medals for kabana, stras and ham entries in the
Australian Meat Industry Council
awards for the Melbourne C division
and owner Shane Mcdonnell isn’t
about to start sharing recipes.
“We don’t mind sharing tastings
and that sort of stuff, but when it
comes to what you put in there …
no way,” Shane told the Diary with
a smile.
Shane said he went into the
awards with four entries, the only
one he didn’t land being bacon, but
was thrilled with the honour. He’s
been developing recipes over the
past 15 years.
“I started off with a base, then you
develop your spices, a little bit of
sugar and salts. Then add flavours
and I’ve developed a recipe through
those flavours,” Shane said.
“Deep down if you go in it, you
want to win it. I originally went in it
just to see how it goes and they gave
me feedback saying you’re doing all
right already, people will probably
start asking you how you do it. And
they do. The simplest process is if
you start with quality, really nice
stuff, it’s half the battle.”
Warrandyte Quality Meats has
been at Goldfields Plaza opposite
the newsagents for five years this
month.
Our local butcher’s know-how is
well worth tapping into. He says
although some people are seasoned
shoppers, many appreciate guidance or cooking tips.
Shane has also noticed customers
are more health conscious and interested in developing meals from
‘scratch’.
“We like to take away the anxiety
of cooking meat and encourage people to discuss meal ideas or request
special cuts,” he says.

With fresh fish, duck, quail, kangaroo, rabbits, Australian prawns,
grass-fed beef and lamb, free-range
pork and chicken, freshly made sausages and beef jerky, hams, bacon
and even salmon smoked on site,
as well as old-fashioned service, it’s
easy to see why our local butcher
is so popular.

After being based in Wonga Park
for 20 years, Shane says it’s been a
great move coming to Warrandyte.
“It was just a shell here and it
started well,” he said.
“Suzy and I worked here part
time. We didn’t hire anyone at
the time because we didn’t know
what was going to happen. All of a

sudden people started saying, ‘ah,
a butcher, we’ve missed the butcher’. No doubt the supermarket is
good, but people let us know they
wanted something else as well and
away it went.
“Suzy is now retired, Tommy is
full time and Dylan Clifton, he’s an
apprentice. Peter Jackson is a part

Curry Chicken, vegie burgers and
others are only prepared with free
range and grass-fed meats, fresh
fruit and vegetables, all from local
suppliers. They are made fresh and
made from scratch and meals are
frozen so they are always ready to
go when you require them.  
“We are local and strive to use
local suppliers also. One hundred

percent of our fresh produce comes
from local suppliers. We source local
suppliers for all our needs, including
printing, containers and dry ingredients,” Deb said.
“Ingredients are consciously chosen so that no preservatives or
additives are included in our meals.
We also use gluten free ingredients
wherever possible. All the ingredients and allergens are listed on the
packaging.
“Our clients cover all bases from
single folk, mum and dad have gone
on holiday, families, working parents, the health conscious, through
to those who say ‘I can’t be bothered
cooking tonight, lets ring BPP’.”
Deb believes Blue Pear Pantry has
become “the alternative takeaway”.
“We do a lot of social media advertising on Facebook and Instagram
along with the Diary, and our website has useful tips, tricks, recipes
and a blog page. Each menu item has
a nutritional snapshot and allergen
advice so you can decide what is
best for you. We also have online
ordering.
For mor e infor mation visit
bluepearpantry.com.au or call Deb
on 0415 170 733.

timer, and a few boys tidy up at the
end of the day. We’ve gone from one
butcher and a part timer to three
full time butchers now.”
So what makes Warrandyte Quality Meats stand out from the pack?
“We pride ourselves on the quality of what we sell,” he said. “The
steaks are all grassfed, and with our
innovations (or gourmets) we’re
continually developing new ideas.
The kabana is unbelievable how
popular it is. I used to make about
5kg for about three weeks, but now
I’m making about 30kg just about every second week. It’s gone through
the roof, they also love the ham. We
have great pork and lamb as well,
we’ve really built a reputation for
offering consistent quality.
“It’s important to discuss with our
customers what they want and what
they like. You can get something
new every day pretty much. Not
only do we give customers ideas
but they come back and give us
ideas, too.”
Warrandyte Quality Meats, Goldfields Plaza, is open from 6.30am
to 6pm Monday to Friday, and until
1pm on a Saturday. Find them on
Facebook and for inquiries call
9844 1563.

Blue Pear Pantry is thriving
By SCOTT PODMORE

ANYONE at the Greater Warrandyte
Business Expo last month wouldn’t
have been able to resist the tantalizing aromas of Blue Pear Pantry’s
beautiful samples doing the rounds
throughout the day.
Four months on since the birth of
Deb Graham’s healthy and nutritious
home-cooked meals business, the
local culinary wiz has been going
from strength to strength.
“Within three months of commencing we had our first retail outlet,
Aumman’s Family Orchard,” Deb
told the Diary.
“Soon after we entered into Quinton’s SUPA IGA and have since
expanded to five other outlets in
Victoria and one in NSW. We still
continue the pick-up and free local
delivery services also.”
Deb says buying her first barcodes
was cause for celebration and seeing
them in print on labels and on the
supermarket shelves was “another
celebration again”.
“We now have a regular client base
who require their meals to be altered
due to allergies or intolerances. And
others who just want to have some
in the freezer for the convenience

of having readymade home cooked
meals,” she explains.
Meals come in two sizes. A larger
size to share or now in a handy
serve for one which is great for a hot
lunch at work or a quick and easy
dinner. The scrumptious selection
of delicious home-made meals including such hits as beef casserole,
lasagna, sausage rolls, Thai Green

It doesn’t get more ‘Warrandyte’ than this!
By RUTH BIRCH

NOW and Not Yet café was recently
the scene of a spontaneous, customer driven ‘pay it forward’ frenzy,
triggered when a popular regular
decided to quietly cover the bills
of all of the café’s occupied tables.
The hugely generous original offer
saw $170 worth of bills covered, but
more astonishingly, as each customer came to the register to pay, the
kindness was reciprocated, with every single table paying for the next.
This continued right through the
day until closing time, after which
the café even counted $23 left over,
such was the generosity of the customers.

This was then donated, as Now
and Not Yet uses its not-for-profit
status to fund support, housing
and employment to asylum seekers
amongst other charitable ventures.
According to Derek Bradshaw,
founder and manager of the not-forprofit, both locals and out-of-towners were amazed.
“As each table came up to pay,
everyone was told someone had
already covered the bill for them,”
Derek told the Diary.
“The whole day, every table paid
for the next. It was an incredible day
and the staff found themselves looking forward to breaking the news just
to see the customers’ faces light up.

Everyone was commenting on how
lovely it was and they were blown
away by the community spirit.”
How lucky we are to live in a place
which places so much value on
community and helping people in
this way.
Now and Not Yet have more fundraising events coming up, including
a three course Tamil Feast, prepared
by refugee and former asylum seeker
Nigethan who spent six years in a detention centre and is now employed
at the café.
To book a table at either the September 17 or October 1 events call
the café on 9844 0994.

Yarralicious
for brekky
By MARIE BAKER

YARRALICIOUS, tucked away in the
south of town, is a little gem serving up “coffee, cake, breakfast and
lunch” in small quarters but with
big heart. It’s been making a lot of
good noise since opening only a
few years ago, a venue carving a
reputation well beyond the borders
of our village.
To see what all the fuss was about,
we chose the brekky option on a
chilly Sunday (served early till 3pm),
with a hot coffee and “Calmer Sutra”
Chai Latte to take the edge off the
5-degree morning as we warmed up
to an enticing menu.
Someone told me it was a vegetarian zone only, but not true; a gluten
free environment, yes, but breakfast
included steamed eggs on ham or
smoked salmon was available, as
were chicken dishes for lunch.
Regardless, I went down the vegie
path having Yarralicious’s signature
dish, Dukkha Eggs, a visual sensation as much as a tasty one. The
dish comprises two free range eggs,
avocado, baby spinach, red pepper
paste (subtle flavour despite appearances) and hummus on GF toast,
topped with honey and Dukkha.
My companion chose the super
interesting and enticing Quinoa
Pudding (dairy free), a delicate and
flavoursome mix of quinoa, chia,
goji berries, cranberries and fruit
juice, topped with raspberries and
coconut milk and LSA.
Yarralicious certainly lives up to
its name and offers a breakfast with
a difference. Be sure to experience it.
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The day a television changed the world
By BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

HOME entertainment was pretty
basic in the 1950s before the excitement and sophistication of
television. In those days my family
sat together in the lounge room at
night and listened to the radio. I
remember great shows like Uncle
Norman’s Hollow Log Show, Police
File and Blue Hills.
Mum boiled our clothes in a copper and strung them on a traditional
clothes line held up by forked bush
poles in the backyard. Years later,
when we bought a new-fangled Hills
Hoist we were proud of the unsightly
metal spider’s web incongruously
dominating the yard. The hoist
soon became a national icon and no
self-respecting Australian home was
complete without one.
We sat together for breakfast and
feasted on steak, lamb chops, eggs,
bacon and slabs of hot buttered
toast. Our kitchen was a muesli
free zone.
The family gathered for dinner,
too, in the early days for traditional
‘meat and three veg’ until my mother
Pat read an article in the Australian
Women’s Weekly magazine about
Chinese cooking.
We were the first family I knew
to eat home-cooked Chinese. Mum
made it once a week with minced
meat, cabbage, bits of creatively
chopped carrot and lots of celery.
She sprinkled litres of soy sauce
on it and called it ‘Chow Mean’. We
actually added Rosella tomato sauce
to it at the dinner table, not totally
embracing the cultural switch.
Late one night in 1956 my father
Ralph woke my sister and I and
dragged us out to the lounge room to
show us our new family possession.
It was a brand new television set:
we were one of the first families in
Warrandyte to own one. It was a
beautiful and much-desired object
and I can remember seeing lettering
on the side of it, ‘Admiral Hollywood’. Wow, Hollywood, I thought.
There was so much glamour attached to that word.
Dad switched it on and we were
mesmerised by the black-and-white
images on the screen. We now had
our own private little cinema inside
our home. Soon we were introduced
to a world of wonder, Graham Kennedy’s In Melbourne Tonight and
Bob Dyer’s Pick A Box. Disneyland
became a Sunday night favourite

and we loved Lassie, Rin Tin Tin and
Circus Boy.
Dad bought it so we could watch
the 1956 Olympic Games that were
soon to be held in Melbourne.
A few days later we drove to the
Olympic Village at Heidelberg. We
sat in the car and watched the international athletes including Africans, Asians and Europeans walking
through the village’s gates. It was
the first time I’d ever seen anybody
whose skin colour wasn’t white and
the same as mine. I was amazed to
think they had come from all over
the world to compete in Melbourne
at the bottom of the globe.
When our swimmers began to
win gold medals in the pool, it did
wonders for the way we viewed
ourselves as a nation.
The Games were up there with Gallipoli in terms of generating national

pride in a nation that had battled to
find its own identity. Our gold medal
winners became our heroes: Murray
Rose, Dawn Fraser, Lorraine Crapp
and Jon Hendricks. On the track, our
‘Golden Girls’ Betty Cuthbert and
Shirley Strickland thrilled the nation
with their feats. And who would forget the iconic footage of young Ron
Clark running into the MCG, carrying
the sputtering Olympic torch.
Divorce was rare in those days;
almost everybody had Mum and Dad
under the one roof. When I was 10,
my brother James was born. I was
excited to have a younger brother
and could hardly wait for him to be
brought home from the hospital.
Primary school was a blessing, an
escape into a world of sports and
learning. My young schoolmates
Mark Davis, Brian Lee, Michael Hanrahan, Colin Bawden, Sue Chapman,

Graham Lawrence, Tony Dooley and
Margaret White [Nee Lee] all learnt
our three Rs in the stone schoolhouse at the top of Forbes Street.
One night we did something out
of the ordinary when Mum took us
to see ‘The King’. Graham ‘Gra Gra’
Kennedy was king of Australian television in the ‘50s and ‘60s and Mum
took us to the Channel 9 studios in
Richmond to be part of the audience.
We sat in the front row before the
live telecast and watched ‘Gra Gra’
warm up the audience. He was cracking jokes with the audience when his
roaming eyes met mine.
“What’s your name, young fella?”
he boomed at me. “William,” I stammered back.
“Ah, well. We all can’t have good
names,” quipped Graham.
The audience tittered and I felt
very small. On the way home, I asked

Mum what Graham Kennedy meant
when they laughed at me.
“Oh, he just meant that he thought
Graham was a better name than
William,” she said.
I didn’t get it, but that’s showbiz.
Anything to get a laugh!
Warrandyte was founded in the
1850s during the Victorian gold rush
and the surrounding hills were honeycombed with abandoned mines
and shafts.
We spent a lot of time exploring
the mines, sometimes spending
hours a day underground, especially
during cold winters when there was
no swimming. The 100-year-old tunnels, Johnson, Victory and Fourth
Hill were our ‘Adventure Land’ and
we sometimes traversed up to a
kilometre underground along the
pitch-black horizontal drives, deep
into the wooded hillsides.
The orange light from our candles
and lamps flickered off the roughhewn walls of the tunnels, the smell
of damp earth and stagnant water
ever present. Sometimes bats would
fly past, scaring us as we clutched
our hair to protect ourselves.
One afternoon I dared to catch one
of the tiny animals and marvelled
at its complex beauty as I held it in
the palm of my hand, before setting
it free and watching it fly off into
the inky blackness. Exploring the
tunnels was like being in our own
Saturday matinee movie: thrilling,
adventuresome and dangerous as
we journeyed towards the centre of
the earth.
One Sunday, my friends and I were
underground in the Fourth Hill Tunnel when a homemade methylated
spirits lamp exploded in my face. My
face caught fire and I fell against
the side of the tunnel, I looked up
through the flames to see my friend
John Pridmore hitting my face, it was
quick thinking on his part, and saved
me from being seriously burned. He
literally slapped out the flames on
my face with his bare hands. John
and another friend, Ron Van Rees,
carried me through the bush with
my face badly burned, it was very
painful and I can remember crying
and rubbing the tears into the burns
to ease the pain.
Fortunately my face eventually
healed without scarring.
NEXT MONTH. The Sixties: Beatles, bushfires and the mighty
Bloods.

Warrandyte Cubs have a Dr Who moment
By CHRIS PADGHAM

OVER the years we have seen Dr
Who morph from one human form
to the next, the process renewing
and reinvigorating him.
Those who know him and look up
to him find themselves with a new
person with a different appearance
and personality but the same commitment to fighting the battles that
must be fought across time and
space.

And so it was for our cubs recently
when Akela transmogrified from
Chris Spring to Robbie Gedge last
month.
Akela is the wolf that leads the cub
pack and Chris Spring’s Akela, pictured rear third from right, has run
the cubs with vigour and enthusiasm
for the past two years. His commitment to the outdoors and camping
led him to be regarded by our cubs
as our own Bear Grills. Chris’s Akela

was farewelled with much sadness
and gratitude for his service both
by the cubs that looked up to him
and by his fellow leaders.
With Chris’s departure, Robbie
Gedge, pictured rear center, has
assumed wolf-like features and taken
the mantle as Akela at Warrandyte.
Robbie has a proud scout linage
with his great-grandmother being
the inaugural Akela at Warrandyte,
running cub meetings by the river

before the scout hall was built.
His grandfather Ken was the scout
leader instrumental in the building
of our current scout hall.
Robbie is a Queen Scout with a
lifelong commitment to scouting
so his new wolf-like features will
sit comfortably on him and he will
soon be leading his pack in new adventures and personal development.
The cubs gave a spirited pack howl
to welcome him.
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Editor SCOTT PODMORE
is this month’s guest travel
writer. He reflects on a midyear escape with a big tribe
in tow and offers some tips
on how to have a great
adventure while keeping
costs down… a little.
HAT to do when the
school holidays arrive
and winter has the
whole family shivering
in its collective boots?
You head north, hit the east coast
and soak up the sun in between
theme parks, that’s what. But it’s not
for the faint-hearted.
A Gold Coast adventure with theme
parks on the agenda in a Griswaldstyle escape may be an oldie, but it’s
certainly a goodie and the perfect
way to elude the Victorian winter
chill for a week or so. With five kids
– aged 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 – stacked
into a people mover, the good news
is cabin fever only lasts in small doses, especially if you prepare, book
and deliver properly, so the “are we
there yets” are few and far between.
This is how we did it…
First on the list is book flights and
accommodation early. For a party of
seven you’re crazy if you don’t, and
one of the first things you should
do is be registered for updates from
low cost carriers Tiger, Jetstar and
Virgin. Tiger was the winner for us
as we got in early and managed
to snag seven return airfares for
under $1200. Next on the list was
self-contained accommodation and
the ultimate scenario was to have a
venue right smack bang near all the
action – in Helensvale – so a three
bedroom cabin was locked and loaded at Gold Coast Holiday Park, but
more about that later. For more visit
Tiger Airways, Jetstar and Virgin
websites to sign up to newsletters.
Book a people mover at DriveNow
for the best deal. Yep, you can’t go
past this website which is akin to
Wotif in the world of car hire, and
we bagged a big Hyundai Imax, an
eight-seater, plenty of room for suitcases, aircon and auto for less than
a grand for 10 days! The process is
simple in that you search for people
movers in desired location and eight
or 10 options pop up with the best
deals. We had wheels and there was
a party going on in the cabin above
them! A great website that’s easy
to navigate, book quickly and be
all sorted for transport while away.
More drivenow.com.au
Gold Coast Holiday Park, a big
kick-arse cabin with the works.
You can either shell out and get a
fancy hotel on the Goldie or you can
lower your sights and get a home
away from home in a more down to
earth location like a modern caravan
park – which are like mini resorts
these days. GCHP is not just any
holiday park, but a Big 4 holiday park
and anyone who has stayed at one
knows exactly what I mean: they’re
the upper echelon for raising the
bar in facilities and standards. Aside
from a superb spacious cabin, with
kitchenette, bunk beds, great lounge
area and widescreen TV was the
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Gold adventures

fact Gold Coast Holiday Park is an
entertainment hub in its own right
with an amazing pool and waterslide
adjoining Nibbles Cafe, an upmarket
camp kitchen, bike track, tennis
court, outdoor cinema and loads
more. But the piece de resistance?
It’s literally five minutes by car to
Movieworld or 10-15 minutes to
Dreamworld! All the kids admitted
a holiday spent entirely at this great
park would be worth the trip to the
Gold Coast alone. More goldcoast
holidaypark.com.au
Brace yourself for the rides of
your life. The instructions were
clear from the kids: leave your fear
of heights back in Victoria and strap
yourself in. The best thing about
staying at Gold Coast Holiday Park
is they can offer the best multiple
park ticket deals going – a must if
you want to save some serious dollars. So with our stomachs flipped
upside down, sideways and round
and round multiple times over the

next few days what were the highlights? The kids voted Dreamworld
and Movieworld and their accompanying water parks as the best for all
the action. Here are some rides that
rattled our bones and insides: The
Giant Drop, Wipeout, Shockwave,
Superman ride, Scooby Doo Spooky
rollercoaster, Arkham Asylum, the
Batwing, and the Tower of Tower.
Speaking of which, see inset for
how we grown-ups were processing
the Superman ride while our two
blonde teenagers in front of us were
already looking for something more
dangerous! Of course, there’s plenty
more features to explore and absorb,
including a tiger cub being walked
around the grounds at Dreamworld
which is a cute surprise. More
movieworld.com.au and dream
world.com.au
The NightQuarter night markets
in Helensvale are unmissable.
When you’re not kicking back in the
great facilities at Gold Coast Holiday
Park or going nuts in the theme
parks, this market experience is an
absolute treat for both grown-ups
and the kids. A hive of activity, there
are more than 120 food trucks/stalls,
micro-restaurants, bars, craftspeople, musicians and other quirky
points of interest in a real carnival
atmosphere. Otherwise known as
“shipping container city”, the concept is catching on all over Australia. The food is everything from
tapas, oysters, BBQ ribs and Asian
choices to cronuts, chocolate fountains, amazing icecreams and more.
More nightquarter.com.au

Gold Coast Holiday Park

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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First-time
cruisers

!
R
E
N
WIN

And the winner is...
THE Diary team has been
blown away by the amazing
amount of Diary Goes Global
entries over the past 12 months
and we’re pleased to announce
this year’s winner – Lincoln
Paterson, who took the Diary
to the streets of Kathmandu,
Nepal, back in February and
managed to entice a sadhu into
reading our much loved local
rag (pictured above).
If only our newspaper earnt
Frequent Flyer points! The
Diary Goes Global comp saw
some great entries from places
including Egypt, the United
States, Slovenia, Finland, Italy,
France and many more.
We’ve included a few of our
favourites on this page.
For winning, Lincoln has
scored a free weekend in a cabin at Crystal Brook Tourist Park
for a weekend away just around
the corner.
Keep your entries coming and
see if you can land the winning
photo next year!
All entries should be sent to
info@warrandytediary.com.au
with “Diary Goes Global” in the
subject line with your name,
address and brief description
of your photo and where it was
taken.

CLOSE BY
YET WORLDS AWAY

Carolyn, we are thinking
of taking a Pacific Cruise
next year but have never
cruised before, what are
your thoughts?
Suzanna, Park Orchards
Suzanna, cruising has
changed so much over the
past decade and all for the
better. Cruise ships have
become destinations within themselves and with so many ships sailing
from Australia, you are sure to pick
up a great deal.
When choosing your cruise line
and ship consider how large or
small you would like the vessel to
be. Capacities can vary from 850
passengers to as many as 5000.
Regardless of the size, the entertainment on board will be world class
including state of the art theatre,
Broadway shows and special guest
entertainers. If you are travelling
with teenagers you will find a great
variety of youth and teen activities
and facilities. Some ships have wave
pools and rock climbing walls. You
can dine when you wish or have pre
set dining times.
Choose a ship to suit your budget:
you will be spoilt for choice at the
luxury end of the market. From spacious staterooms to gracious staff
provided on a one to two ratio, luxury is now affordable at sea. A sense of
European elegance and fresh flowers
throughout some fleets, others offer
a more contemporary decor.
Activities at sea have also diversified with onboard enrichment programs such as culinary, arts centre
and digital workshops to name a few.
These days we are seeing more and
more of the local culture and food
being embraced onboard.
Cruising really is the perfect way to
travel the world. No other vacation
experience offers you the all-inclusive convenience and pleasure
of multiple destinations, beautiful
scenic cruising, wonderful shore
excursions and a wide array of onboard activities.
Our travel expert, Carolyn Allen
is Manager of Warrandyte Travel
and Cruise. Contact her: Carolyn@
warrandytetravel.com.au

14-Day Pacific Treasures
Roundtrip Sydney
ms Noordam

INTERIOR FROM
OCEAN-VIEW FROM
VERANDAH FROM

14-Day Far East Discovery
21-Dec-16
$2099
$2399
$2999

Singapore to Hong Kong
ms Volendam
INTERIOR FROM
OCEAN-VIEW FROM
VERANDAH FROM

22-Nov-16
$1899
$1999
$2999

W rrandyte
For all enquiries and bookings (03) 9844 2477 or book@warrandytetravel.com.au
www.warrandytetravel.com.au
*Fares are per stateroom based on double occupancy, For full terms and conditions applicable to your cruise, please refer to hollandamerica.com. Offers are capacity controlled, and may be modified or withdrawn without prior notice.
Other restrictions may apply. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.
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Rotary team always delivers
By SAMMI TAYLOR

SMALL acts of kindness can make a big difference in our local community.
But some offer many helping hands on the
regular and are committed to improving the
lives of others and giving back to their communities.
Their acts of kindness are often selfless
and go above and beyond expectation. They
step in, sometimes quietly, when people are
most in need and deliver support, funds and
assistance.
So we want to say thank you to our local
service clubs. This month, we’re highlighting
the incredible efforts and acts of kindness of
the Rotary Club of Warrandyte Donvale.
You know them from the Warrandyte Op
Shop, Tunstall Square Market, Warrandyte Art
Show and Riverside Community Market. But
did you know the Rotary Club of Warrandyte
Donvale has provided thousands of dollars
to local schools and training programs in the
area? Or that they’ve been involved in providing education, maternal health services
and sanitation to communities in developing
countries?
Did you know they’re on the lookout for new
members?
Rotar y International is a worldwide
organisation of business, professional and
community leaders, who provide humanitarian
service and help build goodwill and peace in
the world. The first service club to ever exist,
Rotary ia committed to making the world a
better place with over 1.2 million members
globally.
Our local Rotary club has been around for a
long time too and has dedicated itself to local
and international efforts to give back in the
form of small (or big!) acts of kindness.
In 2009, the Warrandyte and Donvale clubs
merged. After a few longstanding members
retired after years of service, the club has
been lucky enough to gain four new members
in 2016.
“New members bring new ideas and new
ways of looking at things. It’s really reinvigorated the club,” club president Kevin Hall says,
adding the club is always eager to welcome
new members.
“Like most service clubs, we’re continually
looking for new members. Rotary is a great

Gavin Birch at the Warrandyte Business
Expo. Gavin is our Membership chair.

place to meet people,” he said. “If you’re
recently retired, if you’ve recently moved to
the Warrandyte area, if you’re looking to make
new friends and meet new people, Rotary is a
great way of doing it.”
Kevin himself joined Rotary after moving to
the Warrandyte area after 10 years living overseas. He says it seemed the best way to meet
new networks of people and make new friends.
“Within just six months of living here, we’d
made a great circle of friends just through Ro-

tary,” he says. But for Kevin, being a ‘Rotarian’
is a family affair. His father and brother, and
family-in-law were active members of their
local Rotary clubs.
As president, Kevin is at the helm of the
Warrandyte and Donvale club, with wife Judy
Hall in the vice president's seat.
But Rotary is about more than just family or
friendship. It’s about making a difference in the
lives of others and those who need help most.
All Rotary clubs around Australia (and
around the world) operate on five principles,
called the Rotary Five Avenues of Service. This
includes Youth Service, Community Service,
International Service, Vocational Service and
Club Service. For the Warrandyte and Donvale
division, members focus on engaging in community and youth support.
In Warrandyte alone the Rotary club has
made a huge difference to the local community
through projects at Warrandyte High School
and through small acts of kindness for local
families and individuals.
The brand new ‘Make a Space’ project at
Warrandyte High School was supported and
funded by the Rotary Club, and offers students
a ‘free time’ environment and a safe space. It
now houses a 3D printer, which is frequently
used by students.
As well as school awards, training schemes
and leadership programs, the Rotary Club
also participates in youth exchange programs,
public speaking contests, youth science forums and the Model United Nations Assembly
(MUNA) program.
But Rotary’s kindness extends far beyond the

perimeters of our suburb. The international
stream of service has been active for decades,
and has contributed to the community immunisation and eradication of global polio, as
well as the fight against malaria, HIV/AIDS and
other endemic disease and illness.
The Warrandyte and Donvale club in particular has ties to communities in South East Asia
and the South Pacific.
“On an international level we’re very involved,” Kevin says.
“Our club has been involved with other Victorian Rotary clubs in building water projects
in India, and helping in Vanuatu and Timor
Leste. We set up a house roofing company [in
Timor Leste] that brings in galvanised steel to
build roofs in the community.”
Rotary makes a huge difference for those
in our own community and in communities
around the world. But they do it quietly, often
without recognition for their work.
“We do what we do quietly. We don’t blow our
own trumpet enough, so some people don’t
know we’re here,” Kevin says.
“One of Rotary’s themes is making a difference to peoples lives. I think that’s one of
the main reasons people join, apart from the
friendship angle, is to give something back to
your local community.”
If you want to give back and make a difference in your community, attend a Rotary club
meeting. The Warrandyte and Donvale club
meets at Natalies Restaurant, 669 Maroondah
Highway, Mitcham, at 6.30pm Tuesday
nights. For more inf
ormation visit warrandytedonvalerotary.

The Trees With Faces
By the river stand the trees with faces
Of gloom shock and consternation
Written of ancient lore on a stringybark script
Expressions of decades not changed on a whim
By the river stand the trees with faces
Of pursed lips and dark eyes
Hairfuls of cockatoos and sap-bleeding ears
Soothed as light fades with the cockie parade
By the river stand the trees with faces

Listening to the muted clash of war in mid-river
As water against rock unceasingly rages
A timeless battle so familiar as to be barely
worth noticing
And when an owl’s call pierces the night
Under a bright hunting moon
It puts fear into all
Except the trees with faces

LEO LAZARUS

Hurstbridge
Community Hub
50 Graysharps Road, Hurstbridge
The Hub hosts a range of activities and
services including:

Sunday 16 October
10am-4.30pm
Edendale,
Gastons Road, Eltham
• Eco-building,
retroﬁtting and lifestyle
• Live music and entertainment
• Workshops and demonstrations
Full workshop program and bookings
available at:
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/pgfestival
ENGAGE

ENGAGE
ENGAGE

Calling all artists
Local artists, artist groups or organisations
and curators are invited to apply to
exhibit at the Eltham Library Community
Gallery in 2017. Applications open until
22 September 2016.
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/exhibitions

• Maternal and child health
• Multipurpose community spaces for
community meetings, events, training
and exhibitions
• Community lounge, courtyard, spaces to
drop in, grab a coffee and meet friends for
a catch up
• Shared consulting and meeting spaces
for outreach and support services
• Early years (long day care
are
and kindergarten)
Rooms are available for
hire by contacting
Council’s Community
Facilities Unit. To
enquire about
bookings contact
halls@nillumbik.vic.gov.au
u
or 9433 3733.

Love food hate waste
Saturday 24 September
1.30pm-3.30pm at Edendale
Did you know Victorians waste over 25%
of the food they buy?
Learn to avoid food waste and use left
overs more creatively with local chef
Duang Tengtrirat from Real Food Catering.

www.edendale.vic.gov.au

20TH ANNUAL

Members needed
Positive Ageing Reference Group
We’d like representatives from a
cross-section of our older adult
community so if you have a keen
interest in issues relating to ageing in
Nillumbik we’d love to hear from you.
The 10 member group:
• Advises Council on matters relating to
positive ageing
• Supports and advises Council on the
implementation of the Positive Ageing
Strategy 2013-2018 and the associated
action plan
• Responds to and provides advice on
proposed strategies, policies or action
plans developed by Council relating to
positive ageing in Nillumbik
• Provides a forum to receive and
facilitate (where possible) ideas from
community or other groups servicing
Nillumbik’s older adults
older adults, their families and carers.
positive.ageing@nillumbik.vic.gov.au

BRING YOUR PET !
A FREE fun local event for the whole family
Sunday 23 October • 10am-4pm
Marngrook Oval, Diamond Creek

The crowd favourites will return, including
pony rides, face painting, animal farm, reptile
displays and an opportunity to meet and chat
to Council’s Rangers.
www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil
@nillumbikshire
www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/petexpo

Skate Park art competition
As part of our Ramp Up litter prevention
project, which aims to reduce litter in and
around the Diamond Creek and aims to improve
the local environment, a new ramp enclosing a
bin has been built at Eltham Skate Park.

We are looking for students to submit eye
catching designs and the winning design will
be painted on the skate ramp by a professional
artist. Winner will receive a $200 Surf Dive n Ski
voucher. Competition closes Tuesday 4 October.

9433 3348

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

@nillumbikshire

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/rampart

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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Young Victorian Leaders to China

THIRTEEN Year 9 students from
Warrandyte High School accompanied by assistant principal Joe
Caruana and staff member Grace
Johnstone headed to China in late
August for six weeks.
Apart from visiting cities including Beijing, Xi’an, Nanjing and
Shanghai, the students will also
be attending classes at Warrandyte High’s sister school in China,

studying at their university style
campus while living in dormitory
accommodation.
This life changing experience
will involve two weeks of staying
in hotels across different cities in
China, two weeks staying with a
Chinese homestay family and two
weeks of studying while staying in
a university style dormitory.

Warrandyte High School wins silver
WHS hosts
year level
captains
and parents

By CLAIRE BLOOM
& DAVE DAVIES

ONCE again, Warrandyte High
School has excelled in the Australia-wide Eureka Prize science
competition taking out “silver” in
the 2016 awards.
Warrandyte High Year 11 students Tom Downie (right) and
Harry Bebbington (left) were the
only Victorians and state school
students to make it into the top
three.
This annual competition is run
by well-known TV scientists Dr
Karl Kruszelnicki and Adam Spencer (pictured centre) and is for a
three minute video that explains
a scientific idea. There are hundreds of entries each year from
schools all over Australia.
Last year, Tom and Harry won
bronze and $1000 for their entry
Gravity Sucks, and this year they
achieved second place, a $2000
prize for No Place for Race. Their
video shows people that the concept of “race”, and hence racism,
has no scientific meaning. This
very topical subject captured the
judges’ attention as it was so different from other entries.
The Eureka Prizes are the Australian scientific world’s equivalent of the Academy Awards.
Prizes in 30 different categories
are given for outstanding scientific achievement. The awards took
place at the Sydney Town Hall
in front of 800 of Australia’s top
scientists and other dignitaries at

a “black tie” dinner. As well as
the dinner, Tom and Harry had
a luncheon at Sydney University
with the Sleek Geeks, where they

explained their motivation for
the video and some of the sophisticated visual effects employed
in their entertaining piece. You

Science week success

By TAMARA BROWN

ANDERSON’S Creek Primary School
celebrated National Science Week
with a Family Science Night. The
school was a hive of activity as
students, parents and teachers participated in a range of interactive,
hands-on experiments.
The evening was a wonderful
opportunity for the community to
explore and observe a range of science concepts. There were experiments investigating: light and sound,
force and movement, environmental
science and a variety of chemical
reactions.
There were various experiments
that engaged all ages such as: bubble
blowing, clucking chickens, making
bath bombs, blobs in a bottle and a
nature sensory table.
The aim was to promote science
inquiry skills involving questioning
and predicting. Many attempts were
made to create something out of
play dough that could float or to use
static power to make a ghost dance.
A group of dedicated Grade 5
students performed demonstrations throughout the evening. Their

presentations included making
quicksand, erupting volcanoes
and creating crazy putty. These
presentations allowed students to
showcase their presentation skills
and their knowledge of the science
experiments to their peers and to
the community.
Reflections of Grade 5 scientists…
We made quicksand three times. It
was fun. We were nervous at the
start but after a while the nerves
disappeared. By the end of the
night our hands were blue and our

uniforms were covered in cornflour!
We’d definitely do it all again if we
were given the chance.
Patrick and James (5A)
We made a volcano erupt. Not only
was it fun, it also used up a lot of
ingredients. Sam loved testing it
(a little too much). We were a little
nervous to start with but by the
third show we were totally relaxed
and loving it.
Sam, Ethan and Adam (5M)
We made a colourful eruption using
bi carb soda, fluorescent paint and
vinegar. Our third demonstration
was the best as it made the biggest
and brightest eruption.
Lucas and Charlie (5A)
On Science Night we demonstrated
an experiment called Walking Water.
This experiment involved water
‘walking’ up a piece of paper towel
and into the next towel. This experiment shows capillary action like how
plants draw water from its roots up
to the petals and leaves. There was
a butterfly’s party going on in our
stomachs but they soon cleared
away. Our best demonstration was
the third and final one.

can view their video by searching
Youtube for Eureka Sleek Geeks
2016. Tom and Harry would love
you to “like” their video!

PARENTS, grandparents and friends
joined WHS’s year level captains for
a morning tea in the high school
library earlier this term.
It was an opportunity to formally
include parents, relatives and friends
as the school formally acknowledges
the wonderful leadership year level
captains are displaying.
What are the school's year level
captains doing? Many are actively
participating in the Homework Club.
Indeed many are leading by example
by either studying or tutoring others
at the weekly Homework Club.
Year level captains have also been
playing a leading role in administering a survey written by students for
students.
This survey, which invites students
to comment on aspects of learning
that they currently like and dislike,
is being collated by our student
leaders and will ultimately be presented by students as feedback for
teachers.
Student voice and student leadership are two core priorities at Warrandyte High School.

A Dads army at WPS
By LIZ HEATON

WARRANDYTE Primary School
was delighted with the response
to its inaugural Father’s Day
Breakfast with an overwhelming
rate of participation at this event,
aimed at celebrating the importance of male role models in the
lives of young people.
Dads, guardians, uncles, older
brothers and grandfathers were
treated to a hot breakfast and
barista coffee. They enjoyed a
range of games and activities,
such as leggo, chess, art and
ballsports, as well as having the
opportunity to chat to and play
with special guests Travis Cloke
(former student at Warrandyte
Primary School and Collingwood
footballer), Karyn Bailey (goal
shooter, Melbourne Vixens) and
David Ellard (former Carlton
footballer).
All guests made themselves
freely available to families
throughout the morning, making
many special memories and signing mementos.
Acting principal Rick Griffiths

and Travis Cloke both shared
inspirational words to honour
the many male role models who
influence our children’s lives.
Ryan Smith MP and Gavan Costin
(manager customer relationships, Warrandyte Community
Bank) were there in support.
It was quite a community effort
with Quinton’s IGA providing
generous sponsorship of the
event. Funds raised will go to the
school’s major fundraising project: Building Our School Oval.
Anyone who wishes to support
WPS's ‘Building Our School Oval
Project’, can do so by donating
online at asf.org.au/organisation/
warrandyte-primary-school  
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Awesome foursome for
Warrandyte Netball Club
By ISABELLA PRESTON

THE Warrandyte Netball Club
flexed its collective muscles
on Grand Final day with four
out of six teams taking home
the trophy on August 13.
The U13/3s, U13/1s, U17/2s,
U17/1s, Open B and Open A all
played brilliantly, doing the Warrandyte name proud and capping
off another successful season.
The U13/3s (Warrandyte Bullants)
were first to taste victory, defeating Deep Creek 18 to 11. The
U13/1s (Warrandyte Wasps) won
next in an absolute thriller, needing all of their grit and determination to win 21 to 20 against DYC.
The U17/2s (Warrandyte Leopards) also won in a close one
against Donvale, 24 to 22. The
side displayed an array of skill
and sportsmanship that Warrandyte Netball Club prides itself on.
Another fast-paced game full of
class and composure was played
by the U17/1s, who crowned
themselves premiers once again
after defeating Deep Creek 37 to
32.
In other Grand Final games, the
Open B’s lost in an arm wrestle
against Eltham, while the Open
A’s (Falcons) lost in a cracking game against Deep Creek,
23 to 31.

We welcome Warrandyte members to our full sized gym and over 35 group fitness classes
per week including cycling, boxing, circuit, TRX, yoga, pilates, kettlebells & more.

+
+
+
+

Highly educated & passionate personal trainers
Friendly, welcoming and helpful staff.
Our members call it their “happy place”
Health food & wellness store (Health Bar Melbourne)

Exciting times with a second gym to be opening soon for
members! Come down, say hello & enjoy a free trial session.

Micky's Fitness - 2/7 Candelbark Crt, Research
Call 9437 0132 or visit www.mickysfitness.com

FIRE NUMBERS

CFA

CFA Regional
Headquarters
8739 1300

Warrandyte
CFA
9844 3375

FIRE AND EMERGENCY: 000

North Warrandyte
CFA
9844 0847

South Warrandyte
CFA
9844 2861

VICTORIAN BUSHFIRE INFORMATION LINE: 1800 240 667

Wonga Park
CFA
9722 1463
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Bloody tough year
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

CHRIS SHARP from RivvaPT

Cheats and
treats, anyone?
CHEAT meals, we’ve all had
them. They make us feel warm
and fuzzy on the inside in anticipation and more than likely
bloated, crap and somewhat anxious afterwards.
I used to reward myself in a big
way: amid weeks of torturous
training sessions and a super
‘clean’ diet I would have my
weekly cheat meal religiously.
Might be take-away on Friday
nights washed down with a few
beers. We’ve all done that, right?
I thought I deserved a treat because I’d trained hard and had
been “good” during the week.
Treats are for dogs, not humans.
My ‘cheats’ were not always just
a meal. There were few times it
was a total all-out binge. It's OK,
I’ll start again tomorrow…
But here’s the thing. Every time
you have a cheat meal, or refuse
to actually account for what you
eat, you’re leaving yourself open
to the opportunity for over-consumption.
How can you be sure you aren’t
actually undoing all of your hard
work during the week by eating
that pizza or fish and chips and a
bottle of wine?
The logic is thought that weight
loss is dictated by burning more
calories than you consume, which
is why you need to be eating consistently at a calorie deficit each
day to ensure your body is actually tapping into your fat stores for
energy and hence allowing you to
actually drop weight.
Let’s say, for argument's sake,
you’re eating at a deficit of 500
calories per day. That’s a 3500
calorie deficit per week, which
should be enough to lose around
a quarter of a kilo of fat.
Throw in a cheat meal, or a
cheat day to the equation.
Ever eaten a whole takeaway
pizza? It contains roughly 2500
calories. Had a brownie and icecream for dessert? Easily another
1000! You’ve just eaten your
weekly deficit back in one meal
(assuming this cheat meal is on
top of your day’s worth of food)
and eaten at maintenance for the
week.
One meal and a week’s worth of
hard work down the drain. Really
annoying!
There is a better way to go
about things. Keep an eye on
your macros (protein, carbs and
fats) and eat the foods you enjoy
and satisfy the cravings you have
when you have them, but in moderation.
Eat your homemade pizza on
a day you’ve allowed yourself
more calories but in a controlled
fashion. If your weight stagnates
during your fat loss yet you refuse to rid your routine of your
cheat meals, you have no way of
knowing whether you need to
lower your calories further, or by
how many you might need to do
so by.
The better approach is to consistently meet your daily macronutrient requirements while cycling
your carbohydrate intake should
you so choose and fitting any
‘treats’ into your numbers so long
as you’re simultaneously satisfying your nutritional guidelines.
That way, you can have your
cake and eat it, too, without fuelling uncontrollable cravings. In
short - if you want to get lean, get
rid of the damn cheat meal.

THE Warrandyte Bloods endured a
tumultuous 2016 season, but ultimately managed to consolidate their
position in Division 3 of the EFL.
Finishing in 10th place ahead
of South Belgrave and Silvan, the
Bloods can look forward to strapping the boots on again and improving on their standing in 2017.
Despite the low ladder position,
the season should not be considered
a disappointment. Plagued by injury
and constantly missing players,
Warrandyte’s survival deserves to
be considered a rather impressive
achievement.

Indeed, the development of young
players can also be noted as a strong
success. Head coach Peter Muscat’s
trust in his younger bodies was not
misplaced, with several former U19
players carving out a regular berth
in the senior side and performing
well.
Sean Bowers and Scott Ternes
provided highlights all season long
and showed glimpses of things to
come. Meanwhile, Sid Philip-Owen
and James Appleby were leading
hands in the middle in the absence
of past senior players.
The going was often tough for the
Reserves squad, resorting to playing
U19 members more often than not

due to a lack of numbers.
However, the spirit displayed never wavered and coach Clint Wheatley did an admirable job motivating
his charges. The U19 players who
did step up received invaluable experience for coming seasons, with
many sure to be strongly considered
for selection next year.
With a full playing list next season,
the going should be considerably
less tough for the seconds, who
played good periods of football
together.
The camaraderie between the
players was evident in the locker
rooms after the season’s final game
at Chirnside Park, with Wheatley

touching on the positives that were
intertwined with a pretty tough year.
The Warrandyte U19s were the success story of the season, managing
to finish sixth after registering eight
wins, despite losing key members of
the 2015 Grand Final side to reserves
and senior teams.
Matthew Green, Jack Poole, Nikoda
Brooking and Bailey Campbell were
just a select few of the 19s boys
who enjoyed fine years, particularly
Green who booted 39 goals, fifth best
in the division.
The traditional best and fairest
award concluded the season on the
weekend as the Diary went to print.
Results in the next edition.

She’s up(stream) for a challenge
WARRANDYTE’S big-hearted
Katie Taubert will be hitting the
pavement as well as shaking a
tin in preparation for a 50km endurance event.
Katie will be joined by several
friends and other participants
who will be walking or running
in the Upstream Challenge on
November 5 to raise funds for
charity.
Starting in the CBD, participants will follow the Yarra River
upstream, walking 50km of trails
to finish at Donvale.
“It’s a fantastic event to be
involved with,” Katie said.
“Participants can challenge
themselves to complete either
a 50km or 20km course and the
support from the volunteers
along the way is fantastic. Last
year we were able to raise $5161
as a team, this year we’re hoping
to raise even more.”
Upstream Foundation representative (and Warrandyte
local) Paul Gruber said: “The
Upstream Challenge is an annual
event that has been held for the
last 11 years and has raised in
excess of $2.2m for a variety of
charities. We are able to ensure
100% of the funds raised will go
directly to the supported projects due to the support provided
by Upstream Print Solutions and
the many other event supporters. There is a wide range of fitness levels with the fastest 50km
participants taking just under
four hours and walkers generally completing the distance after
8-10 hours.”
Although the event can be both
physically and mentally demanding, participants are challenged
prior to the event to raise funds
for the beneficiaries who the Upstream Foundation support.
The Upstream 50km Challenge
participants do not pay an entry
fee, but are required to raise

a minimum of $200 to raise
funds for beneficiaries who the
Upstream Foundation support.
Participants will be raising money for The Isabella and Marcus

Paediatric Brainstem Tumour
Fund, Summer Foundation and
Very Special Kids.
For more information go to
www.upstreamfoundation.org

Above: The Warrandyte team
“Holy Fit” last year (Rebecca
Warner, Melinda Schambre, Kris
Dixon, Mystique Taylor, Katie
Taubert and Sonia Knowles).

Little Aths set for summer action
By ED MUNKS

EAST Doncaster Little Athletics
Club is ready to commence a red
hot summer season of competition,
beginning with the important task of
attracting new athletes.
The club’s registration and information day for new members
took place on Saturday before club
competitions kick off on October 1.
Competitions are held predominantly on Saturday mornings along
with some Friday evenings and there
are other optional events members
have access to. These include regional and state competitions for
relays, multi events (mini junior version of a decathalon), track and field
competitions as well as the junior
section of the legendary Stawell Gift.
Director of coaching Peter Sharpe
is continuing his role with training
sessions on Wednesdays from
4.30pm to 5.30pm, as well as work-

ing to transition junior athletes into
senior ranks with additional training
sessions on Thursday afternoons.
Club president and Warrandyte
mum Jacqui Ward has also noted
that registration is made easy by
going online to the LAVIC website

at www.lavic.com.au.
From there, prospective members
need only click on the 'registration
now' tab, join new members, choose
Doncaster Centre, then East Doncaster Club. Once registered, members can access details online,

before getting more details and info
from the club.
For more information on joining
East Doncaster Little Athletics Club
contact director of coaching Peter
Sharpe on 0413 777 107 or Piri Edwards on 0419 702 691.
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Under 15s bag flag
While Under 14s go oh-so close and lose by a point!

By MICHAEL DI PETTA

WARRANDYTE Junior Football Club
experienced an emotional day at
Victoria Park in Kew last month with
one out of two teams tasting victory
in their respective Grand Finals.
The U15s side put on a masterclass
to defeat Macleod comfortably by 44
points, but the U14s were left heartbroken after falling to Banyule by
a solitary point in the final minute.
A hefty crowd of red and white
were present to watch the young
Bloods go into battle, kicked off by
the Under 14s side.
Warrandyte got off to the best possible start, kicking a goal within 10
seconds of the first bounce. Slightly
scrappy play ensued from then on,
but the Bloods were able to hold
steady and take a seven-point lead
into the first change.
Banyule was sharper throughout
the second term, but the Bloods
found some spark with a high mark
and goal to star player Chase Wallace. Brady Poole kicked a much
needed steadier right before halftime to keep Warrandyte close,
trailing by just a point.
Whatever was said at halftime to
the Warrandyte forwards obviously had effect, because the Bloods
rattled off two quickfire goals right
after the long break to regain control
of the game.
Wallace continued to put on a show

and Warrandyte looked in the box
seat with a 15-point lead going into
the final term.
What followed was one of the
most frantic quarters of football of
the season.
Banyule hit back to draw the
margin to within a goal with just six
minutes to play, before eventually
wrestling the lead back with just
three minutes on the clock. Warrandyte was unable to muster a clearcut
chance and despite playing a terrific
game fell agonizingly close, losing
9.8.62 to 10.3.63.
Thankfully for Bloods fans, the
Under 15s side was able to record a
terrific victory in their Grand Final to
bring home silverware for the club.
Jack Boyd was the star of the show
kicking five goals to lead the attack.
Boyd was ably supported by Leo
Garrick in the middle, while Lachie
O’Reilly and Sam Martini were defensively sound and hard at it when
it counted.
Most impressive was the professionalism and brilliant mental performance from the outfit, keeping
their cool throughout in the 12.11.83
to 6.3.39 victory.
“We trained well, we kept our emotions in check, we didn’t get ahead of
ourselves. We had some assistance
from the Colts during the week, we
understood how they (Macleod)
play and we executed perfectly,”

coach Eugene Hansen told the Diary.
The Bloods broke Macleod down
by the 15-minute mark of the first
term and from then on continued
to put in a full four-quarter performance. All players were contributors, some kicked flashy goals,
while others performed crucial
one percenters to ensure Warrandyte wasout on top when the siren
sounded.
“Everyone had an equal opportunity and everyone contributed, and
some of the boys probably played
15-20 percent above their usual
level. Typical of that was probably
Thomas Mckenzie who kicked a goal
up forward, he’s not renowned for
kicking goals and the celebration after that was amazing,” Hansen said.
Equally as impressive was the
turnout from the Warrandyte faithful
to support both sides, with Hansen
noting a historical significance to the
crowd that others may have missed.
“It was fantastic to see life members from the footy club there, I
think around 30 years ago I was
involved with winning a flag at the
same age group and maybe eight or
nine of that premiership side came
down to watch,” Hansen said.
For both sides, making the final
alone was a tremendous achievement and it seems Warrandyte
Football Club has some stars in the
making over the coming years.

Bloody rippers: Warrandyte
Junior Football Club's
Under 15s celebrate a
premiership victory while
U14s captain Chase Wallace
takes a screamer before
his team fell short by the
smallest of margins.
Photos: JENNY TREWELLA

Basketball boom for Nicole
By CRAIG DAVIDSON

FORMER Warrandyte Basketball
Association director of coaching and
player development Nicole Howard
has accepted a slam dunk opportunity, joining the Deakin Melbourne
Boomers in the WNBL as a development coach for the 2016/17 season.
A legend in the world of Warrandyte basketball, Howard incurred
the gratitude of all those that she
influenced at the club. A highly
respected coach within both the
Victorian development and state
team programs, Howard will no
doubt keep a strong presence down
at Warrandyte basketball and the
club looks forward to following her
progress in the WNBL.
For the Boomers, Howard presents
a resume that reads like a best of in
Australian basketball. Recently the
coach of the Victorian U18 metro
team, Howard’s basketball passion
has already impressed Boomers

head coach Guy Molloy.
“I’m really happy to be bringing
Nicole on board, she is an enthusiastic and developing coach
who soaks up ever ything. She
has a great desire to learn and
we’re pleased she will be joining
the Boomers family,” Molloy said.
Coaches aren’t the only people
making headlines down at the club
at the current time, with many teams
currently preparing for the big dance
after successful finals campaigns.
Listed below is a running sheet of
teams that were preparing for Grand
Final basketball over the weekend.
Redbacks Boys: 9-1, 9-3, 11-2, 11-3,
11-4, 11-5, 11-6, 13-1, 15-4, 15-5, 19-1.
Redbacks Girls: 9-1, 9-4, 11-3, 13-1,
15-1, 17-1
Venom teams: 12-1 girls, 16-2 girls,
16-4 boys, 18-4 boys, 18-5 boys, 20-2
boys. The 14-1 girls have another

round of finals to play.
Furthermore, several Warrandyte
players were nominated for Big V
awards at the upcoming ceremony.
SCW player Nicole Romeo was
put forward as a candidate for the
prestigious MVP award and for a
position in the all star five, as was
YL1W competitor Ellie Locke.
D1M player Mitch Hawley and
YL1M star Taylor Hayton were
both nominated for defensive
player of the year award in their
respective divisions, while Simone Caruana and Maddison Taylor
both received defensive player
of the year, MVP and all star five
nominations after stellar seasons.
Last but not least, Angela Heigh
was selected as a coach of the
year candidate. With finals still to
be played, excitement is peaking
around Warrandyte basketball, and
the club urges the community to get
amongst the action.
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Juniors lead the way
By RYAN HOIBERG

Bright times
ahead at
Warrandyte
Tennis Club
By JEB HESLOP

WARRANDYTE Tennis Club has exciting times ahead with new members
on the committee, a fast4 completion
coming up which targets all of those
‘busy people’ out there, and renovations for the club set to take place.
The WTC looks well set to boost
membership numbers.
WTC is a great place to not only
play tennis, but to also interact with
locals. The club offers many competitions for different age groups
on different days including a social
competition on Monday evenings,
seniors, juniors and pennant.
The club has great coaching programs for three year olds to elite
players, as well as cardio tennis
and hotshots program. With 314
members, the club is increasing due
to the many great opportunities and
incredible facilities which include
six floodlit en tout-cas courts and
a great clubhouse with a bar and
foosball table. The club is also cooperating with South Warrandyte
Tennis Club, who has four en toutcas courts of its own.
Relatively new to the WTC committee are Tony and Maree Neil, who
shared their thoughts on the club’s
bright future.
“Next year the council will give us a
grant which we will use to renovate
and upgrade our facilities. We are 20
years due for a good fixing up,” Tony
reflects on the upcoming rebuild.
They also talked about plans to
make WTC an independent club and
separate from South Warrandyte.
“We are trying to work with the
council to market the two clubs
separately,” Maree says.
The junior club championships
were held over the weekend at the
time the Diary went to print with
doubles played on the Saturday and
singles events played on Sunday.
There will be an open day on Sunday October 16. Anyone is welcome
to come and have a hit. There will
also be sausages and the bar will
be open.
“We will hold a fundraiser in early
November (the date has yet to be
announced) and we will have a
fun game of Family Feud. We will
announce the date on our website
warrandytetennisclub.org.au and
on our facebook page,” Maree says.
Maree and Tony hope to keep
members up and have introduced a
Fast4 competition, which will start
in Term 4.
“Fast4 is aimed at people who have
a busy schedule as it is a fast format
of tennis and you can get in and out
of the courts in an hour,” Maree says
of the new brand of tennis.
“It will be a weekly competition
played on Wednesday nights for a
period of about eight weeks starting
in the fourth term.”
Anyone who wants to become a
member of the WTC you can buy a
full membership or a social membership. More info at the website or you
can contact Maree at warrandytetc@
gmail.com.
The Warrandyte Tennis Club was
founded in 1907 by a group of enthusiastic volunteers. The club has
battled through hard times such as
fires and floods. But every time tragedy has struck the beautiful courts
by the Yarra River, the club has been
rebuilt to be even better than before.
So with a rich history, exiting times
ahead and great competitions, why
wouldn’t you want to become a
member?

WARRANDYTE has seen an influx of
junior sporting success in the past
12 months, with most clubs fielding
teams in Grand Finals across many
codes.
Warrandyte’s junior cricket program has been no exception and
will look to field up to nine junior
competitive teams in the coming
season from Under 10s to Under 16s.
WCC president Greg Warren remains
aware of the need to consistently
increase junior numbers in order
to assist a natural progression into
developing a strong senior program.
“Warrandyte Cricket Club takes a
one club approach internally and we
love giving the opportunity to push
young talent forward in our senior
program to ensure everyone is given
the opportunity,” Warren said.
The tie between the junior and
senior teams is already reasonably
strong, with much credit going
towards the junior/senior mentor
program that ran throughout the
2015/16 season. Several senior players have since put their hands up to
coach junior teams, which should
ensure that the point of contact

between the squads will only grow
stronger.
Nine of the current First XI players
have played junior cricket at the
club, including current club coach
Jake Sherriff, First XI captain Chris
Barry and vice captain Ayrton Dehmel. The success of current senior

players highlights the opportunities
and path that exists between junior
and senior cricket at Warrandyte,
exceptionally rare in the RDCA
competition.
In other junior news, the Warrandyte Cricket Club MILO in2CRICKET
program is set to be bigger and

better than ever this season. The
program is designed for boys and
girls from five to eight years and the
club encourages parent and sibling
participation.
MILO in2CRICKET is a fast, fun and
active program that emphasises
maximum participation and basic
motor and cricket skill development.
It is experience based and builds
its foundations on involvement in
physical activity and sport.
The program commences November and runs for 12 weeks on Friday
evenings (with a break over Christmas). Sessions will last approximately 60 minutes followed by a sausage
sizzle for the kids.
All equipment is provided and parents need not worry, it’s totally safe.
The program uses plastic bats and
rubber balls and if families would
like to know more they need only
contact Steve Pascoe on 0431 170
963 or checkout the club website
www.warrandytecc.com
The website also provides details
for those interested in learning more
about joining the junior cricket program or those interested in playing
senior cricket in 2015/16.

Hawks gearing up for an exciting season
By FRANS BROUWER

THE 2016/17 season is still a few
weeks away, but South Warrandyte
Cricket Club has been far from idle
with the committee and loyal members working hard at a number of
activities.
Senior coach Stuart Batten is continuing on from last season with a
bigger program of fitness and skills
training. Six weeks of conditioning
under the watchful eye of fitness
trainer and former coach Paul Foley has prepared players, partners,
coaching staff and the committee
for indoor sessions and outdoor
fielding drills.
A well attended season launch in
July allowed guests the opportunity

to hear from guest speaker, Victorian
coach David Saker, just a couple
days before he was announced as
Australia’s bowling coach. Furthermore, practice matches will be held
on the two weekends before the AFL
Grand Final.
Meanwhile, junior co-ordinator
(and vice president) Matt Fasan
hopes his charges will exceed the
mighty deeds of last season (five
teams in finals and three flags)
following another highly successful
registration weekend.
This has left junior registration
secretary Marianne Condon with
a mountain of work. The club will
continue to take inquiries from
prospective players up to the start

of the season and need only contact Matt Fasan (0432 732 564) to
register interest.
So far South Warrandyte expect to
field two Over 40s Veterans teams
this season, but will consider an
Over 50s team if players come out
of the woodwork. Veterans co-ordinator Peter Chamings (0419 693
097) will welcome inquiries about
either age group. Veterans play fortnightly to allow an appropriate time
for weary bodies to recover.
Club stalwarts will remember the
efforts made by Paul Foley three
years ago to drive the formation of
a community fund. It will be holding
its third Grand Final Eve Golf Day
fundraiser on Friday September 30

and inquiries should be made to
Paul (0410 514 726) sooner rather
than later.
Finally, the Colman Reser ve
Change Room Project should kick
off very soon. The club is grateful
to the council, co-tenant Park Orchards NRP Junior Football Club,
Warrandyte Community Bqank, AFL
Victoria and Cricket Victoria/Cricket Australia for grants that will go
toward construction of the change
rooms between the existing pavilion
and the ground.
Many thanks must also go to club
members Scott Brasher, Peter Sofarnos, Virginia Fasan and so many
others who have got the project and
funding to this stage.

Micky doubles up with gyms
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

TIME is running out for those looking
to get fit quick ahead of summer, but
thanks to an expansion project from
Micky’s fitness in Research, Warrandytians won’t be short of venues to
do a class or crunch some iron in.
Micky White and his wife Kate,
owners of the popular Micky’s Fitness in Candlebark Court, Research,
have recently opened up a gym just
down the road at another bigger venue delivering even more opportunities to get yourself in tip-top shape.
Offering select classes in boxing,
training fighters, a core and abs program, the new space at 5/1637 Main
Rd, Research, will allow gym users
to make the most of their Micky’s
membership.
This will come as welcome news
to Warrandyte locals, who already
make up a decent percentage of the
gym’s existing clientele.
“What inspired it was a lot to do
with the space at the other gym, it
was getting a little bit cramped. We
wanted to create a better environment, more space but also to be able
to include a lot more equipment and
a bit more variety to the great classes that we already run,” Micky said.
New areas need new staff and
Micky and Kate took no time in securing a professional boxing coach
Rod Tanner to help run the new
boxing program and give customers
extra support in the ring.
The gym also contains a health
bar, which provides gym goers with
an easy opportunity to supplement
their exercise with the right foods.
“The benefit of having a health bar
in the gym is that it’s convenient for
members and also the staff as well.
It’s an added service, rather than
have to head down to the shops to
pick up their healthy food, people
can grab it while they’re at training.”

The expansion is the first of
many in the couple’s goal for the
business, which involves establishing a double digit number
of gyms over a period of time.
“The ultimate goal is to have 10
gyms in 10 years and we want to
keep the core of our business. So
we are just going to keep building
on what we are doing, obviously we
will change and adapt what we are
doing along the way, because any
business knows there is room for
improvement,” Micky said.
Even though the chain is growing,
Micky and Kate are by no means
moving away from their person-

alised style and will continue to
ensure members receive the best
possible experience.
“The great advantage of having a
more personalised gym is just the
community feel that we create, a
lot of the big gyms and you’re just
a nomad. A lot of gyms they’re not
bothered, once they’ve got you in
the door, you’re forgotten about. We
really take care and pride in looking
after the members to the best of our
ability, remembering their names
and actually getting to know them.”
For mor e infor mation visit
mickysfitness.com and find Micky’s
Fitness on Facebook.

Our Diary TV team headed over
to Micky's Fitness last week to
produce a video report. Check it
out on our YouTube channel
www.warrandytediary.com.au
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